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ABERDEEN CITY INTEGRATION JOINT BOARD

AUDIT AND PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS COMMITTEE TERMS OF 
REFERENCE

1. Introduction
(1) The Audit & Performance Systems Committee is identified as a 

Committee of the Integration Joint Board (IJB). The approved Terms of 
Reference and information on the composition and frequency of the 
Committee will be considered as an integral part of the Standing Orders.

(2) The Committee will be known as the Audit & Performance Systems 
Committee (APS) of the IJB and will be a Standing Committee of the 
Board.

(3) The purpose of the Committee is to provide assurance to the IJB on the 
robustness of the Partnership’s risk management, financial management 
service performance and governance arrangements.

2. Constitution
(1) The IJB shall appoint the Committee members. The Committee will 

consist of four voting members of the IJB, with two members appointed 
from each partner.

3. Chairperson
(1) The Committee will be chaired by a non-office bearing voting member of 

the IJB and will rotate between NHS Grampian and Aberdeen City 
Council (ACC).

4. Quorum
(1) Three Members of the Committee will constitute a quorum.  

5. Attendance at Meetings
(1) The Chief Officer, Chief Finance Officer, Chief Internal Auditor and other 

Professional Advisors and senior officers are required as a matter of 
course, external audit or other persons shall attend meetings at the 
invitation of the Committee.
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2

(2) The Chief Internal Auditor will be invited to each meeting and the 
external auditor will attend at least one meeting per annum.

(3) The Committee may co-opt additional advisors as required.

6. Meeting Frequency
(1) The Committee will meet at least four times each financial year. There 

should be at least one meeting a year, or part therefore, where the 
Committee meets the external and Chief Internal Auditor without other 
seniors officers present. A further two developmental sessions will be 
planned over the course of the year to support the development of 
members.

7. Authority
(1) The Committee is authorised to instruct further investigation on any 

matters which fall within its Terms of Reference.

8. Duties

The Committee shall:-

(1) Review the overall Internal Control arrangements of the Board and make 
recommendations to the Board regarding signing of the Governance 
Statement, having received assurance from all relevant Committees. 

(2)    Prepare and implement the strategy for performance review and monitor 
the performance of the Partnership towards achieving its policy 
objectives and priorities in relation to all functions of the IJB.

(3)    Ensure that the Chief Officer establishes and implements satisfactory 
arrangements for reviewing and appraising service performance against 
the national health and wellbeing outcomes, the associated core suite of 
indicators and other local objectives and outcomes and for reporting this 
appropriately to the Committee and Board.
The performance systems scrutiny role of the Committee is underpinned 
by an Assurance Framework which itself is based on the Board’s 
understanding of the nature of risk to its desired priorities and outcomes 
and its appetite for risk-taking. 
This role will be reviewed and revised within the context of the Board 
and Committee reviewing these Terms of Reference and the Assurance 
Framework to ensure effective oversight and governance of the 
partnership’s activities.

(4) Act as a focus for value for money and service quality initiatives.
(5) Review and approve the annual audit plan on behalf of the IJB, receiving 

reports, overseeing and reviewing actions taken on audit 
recommendations and reporting to the Board.
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(6) Monitor the annual work programme of Internal Audit, including ensuring 
IJB oversight of the clinical and care audit function and programme to 
ensure this is carried out strategically.

(7) Consider matters arising from Internal and External Audit reports.
(8) Review on a regular basis actions planned by management to remedy 

weaknesses or other criticisms made by Internal or External Audit.
(9) Support the IJB in ensuring that the strategic integrated assurance and 

performance framework is working effectively, and that escalation of 
notice and action is consistent with the risk tolerance set by the Board.

(10) Support the IJB in delivering and expecting cooperation in seeking 
assurance that hosted services run by partners are working effectively in 
order to allow Aberdeen City IJB to sign off on its accountabilities for its 
resident population.

(11) Review risk management arrangements, receive annual Risk 
Management updates and reports and annually review with the full 
Board the IJB’s risk appetite document.

(12) Ensure the existence of and compliance with an appropriate Risk 
Management Strategy.

(13) Report to the IJB on the resources required to carry out Performance 
Reviews and related processes.

(14) Consider and approve annual financial accounts and related matters.
(15)  Approve and understand the sources of assurance used in the Annual 

Governance Statement.
(16) Review the Annual Performance Report to assess progress toward 

implementation of the Strategic Plan.
(17) Be responsible for setting its own work programme which will include the 

right to undertake reviews following input from the IJB and any other IJB 
Committees.

(18) Promote the highest standards of conduct by Board Members.
(19) Monitor and keep under review the Codes of Conduct maintained by the 

IJB.
(20) Provide oversight of Information Governance arrangements and staffing 

arrangements as part of the Performance and Audit process.
(21) Be aware of, and act on, Audit Scotland, national and UK audit findings 

and inspections/regulatory advice, and to confirm that all compliance has 
been responded to in timely fashion. (22) The Committee shall present 
the minute of its most recent meeting to the next meeting of the IJB for 
information. 

9.     Review

(1) The Terms of Reference will be reviewed annually to ensure their 
ongoing appropriateness in dealing with the business of the IJB.
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(2) As a matter of good practice, the Committee should expose itself to 
periodic review utilising best practice guidelines.
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AUDIT AND PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS COMMITTEE

Minute of Meeting

10 April 2018
Town House, Aberdeen

Present: Rhona Atkinson (NHS Grampian (NHSG)) Chairperson; and 
Councillors Duncan and Imrie (present due to vacancy); and 
Luan Grugeon (NHSG).

Also in attendance: Sally Shaw (interim Chief Officer, (Aberdeen City Health and 
Social Care Partnership (ACHSCP)), Alex Stephen (Chief 
Finance Officer, ACHSCP), Martin Allan (Business Manager, 
ACHSCP), Sarah Gibbon (Executive Assistant, ACHSCP), Alan 
Thomson (Governance, Aberdeen City Council (ACC)), Sandra 
Buthlay and Jimmie Dickie (Finance, ACC) (All present for 
agenda items 1-10); and Iain Robertson (Governance, ACC) 
David Hughes (Internal Audit) and Andy Shaw (External Audit).

Apologies: Judith Proctor and Angela Scott.

OPENING REMARKS FROM THE CHAIR

1. The Chair opened the meeting and the Clerk advised that apologies had been 
received from Judith Proctor and Angela Scott.

The Committee resolved:-
To note the apologies.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

2. Members were requested to intimate any declarations of interest.

The Committee resolved:-
To note that no declarations of interest were intimated at this time for items on 
today’s agenda.

DETERMINATION OF EXEMPT BUSINESS

3. The Committee was asked to determine any exempt or confidential business.
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The Chair proposed to consider item 11 (Private Meeting with Internal and External 
Audit) as exempt business.

The Committee resolved:-
In terms of Section 50(A)(4) of the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973, to exclude 
the press and public from the meeting during consideration of the aforementioned 
item of business so as to avoid disclosure of exempt information of the classes 
described in paragraph 1 of Schedule 7(A) of the Act.

MINUTE OF PREVIOUS MEETING – 2 March 2018

4. The Committee had before it the minute of the previous meeting of 2 March 
2018.

In reference to item 5 (Risk Register Review) Councillor Duncan asked how actions 
were tracked, Alex Stephen (Chief Finance Officer, ACHSCP) advised that the 
Partnership maintained a report tracker and these actions were due to be considered 
at the risk management workshop on 24 April and at the next IJB meeting on 22 May 
2018; and

In reference to item 11 (Transformation Progress), Luan Grugeon asked if the 
Partnership had been reviewing governance arrangements whilst transformation 
projects were being upscaled, Mr Stephen confirmed that governance was taken into 
account and the Partnership had mechanisms in place to monitor the pace of 
change.

The Committee resolved:-
(i) to approve the minute as a correct record;
(ii) to request a deep dive session on the governance arrangements for 

transformation projects; and
(iii) otherwise note the information provided.

LOCAL CODE OF GOVERNANCE

5. The Committee had before it a report by the Chief Finance Officer which 
reviewed the local code of corporate governance for the IJB as agreed by Audit & 
Performance Systems Committee on 11 April 2017 and allowed the Committee to 
comment on the sources of assurances used to measure the effectiveness of the 
governance principles contained in the CIPFA\SOLACE1 ‘Delivering Good 
Governance in Local Government: Framework’ document.

The report recommended:-
That the Committee approve the use of the sources of assurance, listed in appendix 
1, and review the local code of governance.

Alex Stephen (Chief Finance Officer, ACHSCP) advised that the IJB code of 
governance had adopted the agreed ACC framework and provided an overview of 
the sources of assurance outlined in Appendix 1. He explained that IJB accounts 
would be finalised during the week commencing 16 April 2018.
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Thereafter there were questions and comments on (1) how the IJB local code of 
governance linked in with the NHSG Professional Governance Framework; and (2) 
Mr Stephen advised that production of a final document would be dependent on ACC 
and NHSG as IJB accounts were included within both of its partners accounts.

The Committee resolved:-
(i) to approve the use of the sources of assurance listed in Appendix 1, subject to 

these being updated and circulated, and to note the local code of governance; 
and

(ii) to request a review of the reporting schedule for the IJB Local Code of 
Governance programme to ensure that a streamlined approach could be 
adopted during the 2018-19 financial year.

REVIEW OF FINANCIAL GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS
   
6. The Committee had before it a report by the Chief Finance Officer which 
provided the results of the review undertaken by the Executive Team against 
financial governance requirements contained in the Chartered Institute of Public 
Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA)’s statement on the ‘Role of the Chief Financial 
Officer in Local Government (2016)’.

The report recommended:-
That the Committee note the content of the report and comment on the 
accompanying results of the Executive team review contained in Appendix 1.

Alex Stephen advised that the review had been based on a recommendation from the 
Board’s previous external auditor, to provide financial assurance to the Committee 
using the principles set out in the Role of Chief Finance Officers in Local Government 
guidance prepared by CIPFA. He then provided an oversight of significant changes 
made during the year and highlighted areas of future work.

Thereafter there were questions and comments on (1) the process for embedding 
financial consequences in person specifications and appraisals; (2) the financial 
challenges related to locality planning and where a manager from one partner 
managed another partner’s budget; and (3) members sought assurance that 
managers and budget holders had sufficient financial skills to carry out their roles 
effectively, Mr Stephen confirmed that he had no significant concerns in this regard 
as staff had received training and were generally knowledgeable and experienced.

The Committee resolved:-
(i) to request that consideration be given to simply stating where principles do not 

apply to IJBs such as treasury management within principle 3; and
(ii) otherwise note the content of the report and comment on the accompanying 

results of the Executive team review contained in Appendix 1.

GOVERNANCE STATEMENT

7. The Committee had before it a report by the Chief Finance Officer which (1) 
provided the Committee with the opportunity to provide comment on and approve in 
principle, the annual governance statement; and (2) requested agreement that 
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assurances on the government framework could be provided to Aberdeen City 
Council and NHS Grampian.

The report recommended:-
That the Committee –
(a) Comment on the draft annual governance statement, as set out in appendix 1; 

and
(b) Additionally, on the proviso that no significant weaknesses impacting on the 

IJB’s governance framework are identified in the assurances received by 
Aberdeen City Council, NHS Grampian and the IJB’s Internal auditors: Instruct 
the Chief Finance Officer to complete the governance statement and provide 
responses to Aberdeen City Council and NHS Grampian that reasonable 
assurance can be placed upon the adequacy and effectiveness of the 
Aberdeen City Integration Joint Board’s systems of governance.

Alex Stephen advised that last year’s formatting had been retained but additional 
improvement activity had been included to reflect the Board’s second full year of 
operation. Mr Stephen provided an overview of the IJB scheme of governance and 
noted that an action plan was in place to monitor implementation. He added that 
additional sources of assurance would be provided by ACC and NHSG following 
approval of their annual governance statements and explained that if any significant 
changes had been made, these items would be brought back to the Committee for 
further consideration.

Thereafter there were questions and comments on (1) the possibility of referring to 
the Fairer Scotland Duty within the action plan; (2) the list of improvement actions, 
with particular focus on the review of risk registers; and (3) the importance of not 
losing focus on person centred care at a local level in search of achieving national 
metrics and targets.

The Committee resolved:-
(i) to request that reference be made to the Fairer Scotland Duty within the action 

plan; and
(ii) otherwise instruct the Chief Finance Officer to complete the governance 

statement and provide responses to Aberdeen City Council and NHS 
Grampian that reasonable assurance could be placed upon the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the Aberdeen City Integration Joint Board’s systems of 
governance.

INTERNAL AUDIT ANNUAL REPORT

8. The Committee had before it a report by David Hughes (Chief Internal Auditor) 
which provided the Committee with Internal Audit’s Annual Report and Internal 
Financial Control Statement for 2017/18.

The report recommended:-
That the Committee -  
(a) Note the Internal Financial Control Statement for 2017/18;
(b) Note that the Chief Internal Auditor has confirmed the organisational 

independence of Internal Audit;
(c) Note that there has been no limitation to the scope of Internal Audit work 

during 2017/18;
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(d) Note that an external review of Internal Audit was completed by KPMG and
the outcome from that was reported to Aberdeen City Council’s Audit, Risk
and Scrutiny Committee; and

(e) Note the progress that IJB management has made with implementing 
recommendations agreed in Internal Audit reports relating to the IJB.

David Hughes advised that Internal Audit had assessed the IJB’s governance, 
financial and risk management frameworks and found that reasonable assurance 
could be placed on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Board’s internal control 
system. He explained that a number of recommendations for improvement had been 
made and referred members’ attention to appendix 2 of the report. Mr Hughes 
concluded by confirming the independence of Internal Audit and noting that its scope 
had not been limited during 2017-18.

The Chair thanked Mr Hughes for his report and reiterated the importance of a having 
a robust and reliable internal audit function, as well as having a Committee that would 
listen to concerns and act on recommendations for improvement.

Thereafter members discussed Internal Audit’s oversight of IJB partnership working, 
to which Mr Hughes advised that Internal Audit did not have full access to relevant 
information as they were not NHS Grampian’s internal auditor. The Chair confirmed 
that NHS Grampian’s internal audit plan for 2018-19 had been approved last week 
(week commencing 2 April 2018).

The Committee resolved:-
(i) to note the Internal Financial Control Statement for 2017/18;
(ii) to note that the Chief Internal Auditor has confirmed the organisational 

independence of Internal Audit;
(iii) to note that there has been no limitation to the scope of Internal Audit work 

during 2017/18;
(iv) to note that an external review of Internal Audit was completed by KPMG and

the outcome from that was reported to Aberdeen City Council’s Audit, Risk
and Scrutiny Committee; and

(v) to note the progress that IJB management has made with implementing 
recommendations agreed in Internal Audit reports relating to the IJB.

INTERNAL AUDIT PLAN

9. The Committee had before it a report by David Hughes which sought approval 
of the Internal Audit Plan for the Aberdeen City Integration Joint Board for 2018/19.

The report recommended:-
That the Committee approve the Internal Audit plan for 2018/19.

David Hughes presented the Internal Audit Plan for 2018-19 and advised that areas 
of intended scrutiny had been based on discussions with management and a review 
of risk and governance documents. He noted that the adult social care element of the 
Plan had been approved by the Council’s Audit, Risk and Scrutiny Committee on 22 
February 2018.

Thereafter there were questions and comments on (1) risks relating to hosted 
services; (2) how audit areas were selected by Internal Audit; and (3) the ongoing 
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review of the Strategic Risk Register and whether there was scope to change areas 
of intended scrutiny throughout the year. Mr Hughes confirmed there was such 
scope, and pointed out that internal audit work would not commence until the second 
quarter of the financial year.

The Committee resolved:-
(i) to approve the Internal Audit plan for 2018/19; and
(ii) to request that risks relating to hosted services be reviewed at the IJB 

Workshop on 24 April 2018.

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT – FINANCIAL ASSESSMENTS

10. The Committee had before it a report by David Hughes which presented the 
outcome from the planned audit of Financial Assessments that was included in the 
2017/18 Internal Audit Plan for Aberdeen City Council. 

The report recommended:-
That the Committee review, discuss and comment on the issues raised within this 
report.

David Hughes advised that the objective of the audit was to determine whether 
assurance arrangements were in place to undertake financial assessments for fees 
charged and services provided by the Partnership. Internal Audit found that this was 
the case in general, though a number of recommendations were made for 
improvement with regards to the quality assurance process. He added that 
Management had accepted all Internal Audit recommendations. 

Thereafter there were questions and comments on (1) the use of digital technology to 
improve accuracy and efficiency levels; (2) the ongoing workstream to increase the 
functionality of the Care First system; and (3) the importance of processing and 
storing personal information and data securely.

The Committee resolved:-
To note the report.

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT – SOCIAL WORK PAYROLL

11. The Committee had before it a report by David Hughes which presented the 
outcome from the planned audit of Adult Social Work Payroll that was included in the 
2017/18 Internal Audit Plan for Aberdeen City Council. 

The report recommended:-
That the Committee review, discuss and comment on the issues raised within this 
report.

David Hughes advised that appropriate controls were in place but highlighted that 
areas of compliance could be strengthened with regards to authorised signatures, 
and a number of minor payment errors had been identified. He added that 
Management had accepted all recommendations for improvements made by Internal 
Audit.
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The Committee resolved:-
To note the report.

In accordance with the decision recorded under article 3 of this minute, the 
following items were considered with the press and public excluded.

PRIVATE MEETING WITH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL AUDIT

12. The Committee met in private session with the Partnership’s internal and 
external auditors as per item 6.1 of the Committee’s terms of reference. 

The Committee resolved:-
(i) to note the information provided; and
(ii) to note that the Committee’s next meeting with auditors was scheduled for 13 

November 2018.
RHONA ATKINSON, Chairperson.
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Audit and Performance Systems Committee

Report Title Internal Audit – Care Management

Lead Officer David Hughes, Chief Internal Auditor
Report Author (Job 
Title, Organisation) David Hughes, Chief Internal Auditor 

Report Number HSCP.18.047

Date of Report 23 May 2018

Date of Meeting  12 June 2018

1: Purpose of the Report 

A protocol was agreed by the Audit and Performance Systems Committee and 
Aberdeen City Council’s Audit, Risk and Scrutiny Committee regarding sharing the 
outcomes from Internal Audit work undertaken in the respective organisations 
following consideration of the outcomes by the “lead” Committee. 

The purpose of this report is to present the outcome from the planned audit of 
Care Management that was included in the 2017/18 Internal Audit Plan for 
Aberdeen City Council.  The Internal Audit report was considered by the Aberdeen 
City Council Audit, Risk and Scrutiny Committee in May 2018.

2: Summary of Key Information 

The Health and Social Care Partnership has a statutory duty to undertake 
assessments of those in need of community care services; this includes 
assessment of the needs of Carers.  Individuals who are entitled to assessment of 
their needs are those affected by illness or disability, older people, people with 
learning disability, mental health issues, physical disability and substance misuse 
issues.  Eligibility criteria are then applied and people who have high and urgent 
needs are prioritised for care and support.  Support may be financial, including 
one-off assistance or regular care / support provided through an ongoing service 
agreement, determined after consideration of self-directed support (SDS) options.

The objective of this audit was to obtain assurance that care needs are being 
identified, planned, and recorded accurately, and that costs charged are 
appropriate and adequately controlled.  

Whilst in general staff understand their roles and processes, written procedures 
are in need of review and re-issue to ensure CareFirst system records are updated 
promptly and provide a full and accurate record of care needs, plans, reviews and 
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2

Audit and Performance Systems Committee

planned costs.  The Service has agreed to review procedures to ensure they are 
clarified, including a review of delegated authorisation levels and the 
circumstances in which segregation of duties is required, and determining how 
care reviews can be more consistently documented.  Existing procedures for 
recording and evidencing the use of one-off financial assistance will also be 
reiterated to staff, as practice in this area varies.

There are regular payments for care which are being processed outwith the 
CareFirst system.  In some instances there is no record of the particular care 
which has been paid for on the system, and payments have been authorised 
retrospectively.  Although there is evidence that this care was required, without a 
CareFirst service agreement there is effectively no purchase order for these 
services, which is a breach of Financial Regulations.  In other instances payments 
had not been matched against existing CareFirst records, resulting in a duplicate 
payment in one case.  The Service has agreed to review non-CareFirst payments 
to determine where these should have a CareFirst record.

SDS Option 2 payments to a third party (currently only the Council) to manage on 
behalf of a service user are not currently recorded on CareFirst.  Although there 
are processes for obtaining approval for payments, and a tracker system to 
monitor payments to the third party, important elements of the process including: 
development and application of indicative budgets on the system, and monitoring 
variations in the use of funds to ensure they remain within the allocated budget 
over a specified period, have still to be developed before this can be set up.  The 
SDS Programme Board will determine an action plan for implementation.

The Service maintains and leases out a small portfolio of residential property.  This 
is currently under review in conjunction with Housing to determine the most 
appropriate arrangements for its management.

3: Equalities, Financial, Workforce and Other Implications 

Equalities – An equality impact assessment is not required because the 
reason for this report is for Committee to discuss, review and comment on the 
contents of an Internal Audit report and there will be no differential impact, as a 
result of this report, on people with protected characteristics.

Financial – There are no financial implications arising directly from this report.

Workforce – There are no workforce implications arising directly from this 
report.
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Audit and Performance Systems Committee

Other – There are no other implications arising directly from this report.

4: Management of Risk 

Identified risk(s): The Internal Audit process considers risks involved in the areas 
subject to review.  Any risk implications identified through the Internal Audit 
process are as detailed in the resultant report. 

How might the content of this report impact or mitigate the known risks: 
Where risks have been identified during the Internal Audit process, 
recommendations have been made to management in order to mitigate these 
risks.

5: Recommendations 
It is recommended that the Audit and Performance Systems Committee:

1. Review, discuss and comment on the issues raised within this report.
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Audit and Performance Systems Committee

Report Title Audit Scotland Report: Councils’ use of arm’s-length 
organisations. 

Lead Officer Alex Stephen, Chief Finance Officer, ACHSCP 
Report Author (Job 
Title, Organisation) Alex Stephen, Chief Finance Officer, ACHSCP 

Report Number HSCP.18.042 

Date of Report 17.05.2018 

Date of Meeting  12.06.2018 

1: Purpose of the Report 

To provide the Committee the opportunity to discuss and comment on the Audit 
Scotland Report ‘Councils’ use of arm’s length organisations’.

2: Summary of Key Information 

It is generally accepted as good practice for the audit committee of public bodies to 
review relevant national reports and reflect on the recommendations in the content 
of their own organisation. 

An arms’ length external organisation (ALEO) is a term used to describe an 
organisation that is formally separate from the council but is subject to its control or 
influence. The level of control or influence can vary. ALEOs can take many forms 
and the services they deliver include leisure, transportation, property development 
and care services. 

The attached report from Audit Scotland outlines a performance audit building on 
the good governance messages of earlier work. It also examines further the 
reasons councils use ALEOs and the extent to which they are improving services 
and meeting their intended objectives. In summary, the audit examined:

1. Councils’ reasons for using ALEOs 
2. How councils oversee and govern ALEOs
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Audit and Performance Systems Committee

3. What ALEOs have achieved

The report provides three recommendations (pg. 6) to councils for when they are 
deciding whether an ALEO is the best way to provide services over the longer 
term, while providing value for money. It also makes many recommendations 
stating that councils should continue to apply the Following the Public Pound 
principles.

This report is relevant to the Integration Joint Board, and therefore the Audit & 
Performance Systems committee, as the IJB contracts services from Bon Accord 
Care (an ALEO of Aberdeen City Council). Social care ALEOs, including Bon 
Accord Care, are examined in detail over pages 31-33 of the report. 

Appendices 

A. Audit Scotland (May 2018) Councils’ use of arm’s-length organisations. 

3: Equalities, Financial, Workforce and Other Implications 

There are no equality, financial or workforce implications arising directly from 
this report.

4: Management of Risk 

Identified risk(s): None to the IJB or Partnership as a direct result of this report.

5: Recommendations 

It is recommended that the Audit & Performance Systems Committee:

1. Review, discuss and comment on the report attached as Appendix A.
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The Accounts Commission
The Accounts Commission is the public spending watchdog for local 
government. We hold councils in Scotland to account and help them improve. 
We operate impartially and independently of councils and of the Scottish 
Government, and we meet and report in public.

We expect councils to achieve the highest standards of governance and 
financial stewardship, and value for money in how they use their resources 
and provide their services.

Our work includes:

• securing and acting upon the external audit of Scotland’s councils  
and various joint boards and committees

• assessing the performance of councils in relation to Best Value and 
community planning

• carrying out national performance audits to help councils improve  
their services

• requiring councils to publish information to help the public assess  
their performance.

You can find out more about the work of the Accounts Commission on  
our website: www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/about-us/accounts-commission 

Audit Scotland is a statutory body set up in April 2000 under the Public 
Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000. We help the Auditor General 
for Scotland and the Accounts Commission check that organisations 
spending public money use it properly, efficiently and effectively.
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Key facts

Number of ALEOs 
estimated in Scotland

130 
ALEOs
turnover
£1.3bn

4
councils

Four councils  
have eight or  
more ALEOs

25
councils
turnover
£430m

Number of 
councils with 
leisure and/or 
culture ALEOs

3
councils

turnover
£186m

Number of councils 
with social care 
ALEOs. They employ 
over 5,300 FTE staff

65
ALEOs
turnover
£550m

Number of 
charitable 
ALEOs. They 
receive  
an estimated 
relief of  
£45 million on 
non-domestic 
rates
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Summary

ALEOs have 
brought 
benefits but 
need to be 
managed 
carefully

Key messages

1 Arm’s-length external organisations (ALEOs) are separate 
organisations used by councils to deliver services. They can bring both 
financial and operational benefits.

2 Councils should consider the risks associated with ALEOs at the outset. 
Oversight, accountability and good management are essential. In 
managing ALEOs, councils should continue to apply the principles in 
the Following the Public Pound Code (FtPP).

1
 

3 Councils have improved and strengthened their oversight of ALEOs. 
They need to set clearer criteria for how councillors and officers are 
involved with ALEOs, and demonstrate more clearly how ALEOs  
secure Best Value.

4 Councils show improving practice in evaluating ALEOs as an option for 
delivering services. They could do more to involve the public and other 
stakeholders in the process. 

5 Taxation advantages for registered charities have been a strong driver 
for councils establishing ALEOs. Following a Scottish Government 
review, these benefits are now less certain and some councils are 
exploring other options. 

6 ALEOs have brought benefits including reduced service costs, 
increased uptake in sports and leisure, and improved standards of care. 
Councils need to better demonstrate how their use of ALEOs improves 
outcomes for people (by outcomes we mean the local improvements 
councils and their partners seek to make such as people’s health and 
wellbeing, and a better-quality environment).

7 The context in which ALEOs operate is changing and cost pressures 
remain. Councils must have clear reasons for establishing ALEOs and 
consider alternatives. In doing so they should be clear on the risks 
involved, and work closely with local communities and businesses. 
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Recommendations

We have identified the following recommendations for councils:

In deciding whether an ALEO is the best way to provide services over the 
longer term, while providing value for money, councils should:

• examine wider options that can bring similar benefits to ALEOs 
such as reorganising an existing service, sharing services with other 
councils, or involving the local community

• demonstrate how ALEOs help the council meet its objectives and 
improve outcomes for their communities

• set clear criteria for reviewing an ALEO, considering risks, 
performance and how it fits with council priorities.

Councils should continue to apply the Following the Public Pound (FtPP) 
principles ensuring that they:

• oversee the performance, financial position, and associated risks of 
ALEOs

• have clear reasons for appointing councillors and officers to ALEO 
boards, recognising the responsibilities and requirements of the role, 
and the risks of conflicts of interest

• provide training, support and advice from both the perspective of 
the council and the ALEO. This should include legal responsibilities, 
scrutiny and oversight, and conflicts of interest

• have processes in place to manage any potential conflict of interest 
of elected members and officers involved in the operation of ALEOs

• take an active role in managing their relationship with ALEOs, 
including their compliance to service level agreements, contracts and 
other obligations

• make information about ALEO funding and performance clear and 
publicly available.

Background

1. In local government, services can be delivered in a variety of ways. In Scotland 
the term arm’s-length external organisation or ALEO, has come to be used 
where a separate body with its own legal identity is set up by a council to deliver 
services. Local government services are also delivered through community 
planning partnerships, integrated health and social care boards, valuation joint 
boards, and regional transport partnerships. Unlike these statutory arrangements, 
ALEOs can be created at the discretion of the council, within the boundaries set 
by local government legislation. 
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2. ALEO is a descriptive term for a delivery approach that can take many forms. It 
is not a legal definition. We describe an ALEO in Exhibit 1.

Exhibit 1
What is an ALEO?

Arm’s-length external organisation

Source: Audit Scotland

An arm’s-length external organisation 
(ALEO) is a term used to describe an 
organisation that is formally separate from 
the council but is subject to its control or 
influence. The level of control or influence 
can vary. 

ALEOs can take many forms including 
companies, community enterprises, 
charitable organisations and trusts. Services 
they deliver include leisure, transportation, 
property development, and care services. 

The council might own the ALEO. It might 
have representatives on the ALEO board. It 
might be the main funder or shareholder of 
an ALEO.

ALEOs can be set up as non-profit-making 
organisations and as charities to promote 
public benefit in areas such as health, 
education, recreation and equal opportunities.

3. ALEOs are an established feature of local government in Scotland. Their 
use grew throughout the 1990s in areas such as sports and leisure and urban 
regeneration, and they are now used by most councils to provide a range of 
activities. Arm’s-length organisations are also long established in England and 
Wales and are used in areas such as buildings management, social care, housing 
and children’s services. Depending upon their form and functions they may 
be referred to as arm’s-length organisations (ALEOs); local authority trading 
companies (LATCs); and arm’s-length management operations (ALMOs). 

The Accounts Commission has a continuing interest in ALEOs
4. The Accounts Commission has a strong and continued interest in how councils 
use ALEOs. This performance audit builds on the good governance messages of 
our earlier work. It also examines further the reasons councils use ALEOs, and the 
extent to which they are improving services and meeting their intended objectives. 
We will continue to examine councils' use of ALEOs in our audit work in councils.

• In June 2011, the Accounts Commission published its How councils work: 
Arm's-length external organisations (ALEOs): are you getting it right? .  
This set out good practice and highlighted the risks and opportunities of 
using ALEOs (Exhibit 2, page 8). The report provided checklists and a 
self-assessment tool to highlight good practice for councillors and officers.
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Exhibit 2
2011 How councils work ALEOs headline messages

Source: Audit Scotland

The Following the Public Pound principles provide the basis for 
sound governance

Decisions to use ALEOs should be based on an options 
appraisal and sound business case 

Sound governance is needed from the outset

Conditions attached to the use of public funds should be clear 

Clarity on roles and responsibilities is vital 

Councillors and officers require ongoing advice and training

• The How councils work (HCW) report built on the principles set out in the 
FtPP code. This sets out how councils should manage their relationships and 
be accountable for ALEOs and other external bodies they are involved with. It 
is based on the premise that, to ensure public money is used properly, it must 
be possible to ‘follow the public pound’ across organisational boundaries.

• In March 2015, the Accounts Commission carried out follow-up work on its 
HCW report. This identified some improvements in councils’ governance 
of ALEOs, and found that the standard of practice varied. The Commission 
wrote to all council leaders and chief executives to emphasise the need 
for good governance, including monitoring and reviewing the performance, 
costs and risks of ALEOs.

About this report

5. We have examined practice across a sample of councils to highlight messages 
for all councils. The audit did not focus specifically on any individual council or 
ALEO. We also drew on findings from our audit activity across all councils. Our 
audit approach is set out in Appendix 1 (page 39), and our audit examined 
the following:

• Councils’ reasons for using ALEOs.

• How councils oversee and govern ALEOs.

• What ALEOs have achieved.

6. This report has four parts:

• Part 1 (page 9) gives an overview of ALEOs and why councils use them.

• Part 2 (page 17) considers councils’ oversight and governance of ALEOs.

• Part 3 (page 27) examines what ALEOs have achieved.

• Part 4 (page 35) considers the future direction of ALEOs.
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Part 1
How councils use arm’s-length external 
organisations

tax benefits 
have been 
a driver for 
ALEOs but 
these may 
change

Key messages

1 ALEO is not a legal definition but is a term that applies to separate 
organisations used by councils to deliver services. ALEOs provide 
many different services and can take many forms. Most councils use 
them to varying degrees. Around half are registered charities. 

2 Councils need to examine a wide range of options to deliver the best 
outcomes for their communities. ALEOs bring the benefits of a more 
independent organisation, while allowing councils to retain some 
control or influence.

3 Councils show improving practice in how they plan to use ALEOs 
including detailed business cases. However, few have an overall policy 
for how they should consider options. Councils could do more to 
involve public and other stakeholders in the process.

4 Taxation advantages of charitable ALEOs have been a strong driver 
for their use. These are now subject to change and councils are 
considering other options. 

5 ALEOs bring further benefits through their ability to trade more widely 
and attract new funding. They also provide a responsive and more 
focused operating model under the direction of a dedicated board.

Most councils use ALEOs and their use continues to evolve

7. The range of ALEOs in Scotland is extremely diverse in size, function, and 
structure. Almost all Scottish councils use ALEOs to varying degrees. Larger 
urban councils are more likely to have a higher number of ALEOs. They are also 
more likely to have ALEOs that have been set up to achieve more commercial 
objectives, such as property development, conference facilities and marketing.

8. There are inconsistencies in how councils identify ALEOs and make 
information about them available. Indeed, there is little consensus even on 
what an ALEO is. This together with ongoing changes in their use, makes it 
difficult to quantify the number of ALEOs. Exhibit 3 (page 10) shows the 
use of ALEOs across councils and the functions they provide. This is based on 
information available to us from our 2015 follow-up work on ALEOs, councils’ 
annual accounts, and ongoing changes we are aware of across councils, the most 
significant of which are summarised in Exhibit 4 (page 11).
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Social care
Scottish Borders

Social care
Glasgow City

Social care
Aberdeen City

None

+ 8 or more
High

Low
1 to 4

Medium
5 to 7

Exhibit 3
ALEO use across Scottish councils

Approximate numbers of councils using ALEOs to deliver the following services:

80% 65% 45% 35% 10%

Around 25 councils Around 20 councils Around 15 councils Around 10 councils Three councils2

Sport and 
leisure1

Cultural 
services1

Economic 
development  

and regeneration

Property Social care 
services

Includes leisure 
centres, swimming 
pools and sports 
development.

Includes museums, 
galleries, theatres 
and libraries.

Includes employability 
services, business 
support and physical 
regeneration.

Includes property 
development, 
management and 
maintenance.

Includes care 
homes, homecare 
services and day 
centres.

Other activities delivered through ALEOs include waste management, energy and community safety.

Notes: 
1. Thirteen councils have joint leisure and culture ALEOs.
2. The three councils are Glasgow City, Aberdeen City and Scottish Borders.

Source: Audit Scotland
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Exhibit 4
Recent changes with ALEOs

Recent and ongoing changes in the use of ALEOs
• The City of Edinburgh Council had consolidated its property development companies under one 

body – Edinburgh Development Initiative (EDI). It is now disbanding EDI to bring its property 
functions back into the council.

• Glasgow City Council has entered into a joint venture with the Wheatley Group to share 
ownership of its property maintenance ALEO, City Building.

• Glasgow City Council has wound up its city marketing ALEO and transferred its functions to its 
leisure and culture ALEO, Glasgow Life. It is bringing its social care and facilities management 
ALEO, Cordia, and its community safety ALEO back into the council.

• Some councils including Dundee and Scottish Borders have merged cultural and leisure 
services into a single ALEO.

• Some smaller ALEOs have been wound up, and their functions transferred to larger ALEOs, eg 
Dundee Ice Arena was transferred to Leisure and Culture Dundee.

• Some ALEOs are set up for a limited duration. For example, Steadfast Homes LLP is a 
partnership between Stirling Council and Scottish Futures Trust to provide mid-market rent 
properties, anticipated to operate for up to ten years.

Source: Audit Scotland

9. The diversity of financial arrangements across ALEOs makes it difficult to give 
a meaningful financial overview of them. In 2015, we estimated that spending 
through ALEOs was over £1.3 billion, with ALEOs accounting for around a quarter 
of the total spending for Glasgow City Council, their largest user.

ALEOs can be set up in many ways and take different legal forms
10. ALEOs are legally separate bodies from the council and can take different 
forms (Appendix 2, page 40) There are many possible variations within these, 
for example charities can operate trading subsidiaries such as a café in a museum 
or leisure centre. 

11. Most ALEOs across our sample group of councils take the form of limited 
companies or limited liability partnerships and are wholly owned by the council. 
This means that the council is the ultimate decision-maker, with powers to 
wind up the ALEO or to determine board membership. It also sets the ALEO’s 
objectives and powers. In the case of joint venture companies, third parties can 
also hold a stake in the ALEO, an example being property joint ventures with the 
council and private sector as partners.

12. We estimate that around half of ALEOs are registered charities. The majority 
of these provide leisure and cultural services, other examples include urban 
regeneration and tourism. ALEOs that have charitable status are regulated by the 
Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR).

2
 Charities must have a defined 

charitable purpose, for example in the areas of health, education, recreation or 
equal opportunities. Charities are non-profit making and are required to reinvest 
any surpluses to further their activities. The trustees of charitable ALEOs have 
duties over and above those of the directors of non-charitable ALEOs. 
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Councils’ reasons for using ALEOs 

13. We examined councils’ reasons for using ALEOs, including the effectiveness 
of their use of options appraisal and business cases to reach decisions. The 
statutory duty of Best Value, within the Local Government in Scotland Act 2003 
(LGiSA), requires councils to secure the best options for providing services to 
their communities. It requires them to demonstrate continuous improvement and 
deliver good-quality services at reasonable cost. The legislation aims to remove 
barriers to innovation, but put in place safeguards that make councils accountable 
for how they use public money.

3
 The main options open to councils include:

• reorganising the way the council itself provides services

• ‘outsourcing’ or contracting services to private providers or the third sector 
such as voluntary groups and charities

• entering into partnerships with other councils or providers

• establishing ‘arm’s-length’ bodies to deliver services

• any combination or hybrid of the above.

14. Implementing an ALEO or any other new delivery option is a complex and 
expensive process. It involves thoroughly appraising the options available and a 
sound business case. Councils must consider many detailed operational, legal, 
financial and commercial factors, and the risks involved. Set-up costs can be 
several hundred thousand pounds, and the time from the initial appraisal through 
to implementation can be more than a year. It follows that councils must proceed 
with caution when pursuing any new approach.

15. We found that councils have consistent reasons for using ALEOs. Generally, 
where councils provide services themselves they see direct control as an 
advantage. Contracting services to the private sector can save money, but 
reduces a council’s control and influence. Councils see ALEOs as a good 
compromise between these two options. Though not without risk, the council 
can retain a degree of control or influence, and the ALEO can bring the benefits 
of a separate and more independent organisation. Business cases we examined 
identified these potential benefits of ALEOs:

• Taxation benefits of a charitable organisation including relief on non-
domestic rates.

• Ability to generate income from additional services, and attract new 
income from funding, donations, sponsorship or loans. 

• Strong service or commercial focus as a smaller more independent 
organisation under the direction of a dedicated board.

• Ability to involve public stakeholders in the management and direction of 
their services.

• Ability to foster a positive working relationship with an ALEO as a ‘trusted 
partner’.
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16. Councils saw the dedicated board of an ALEO as a strength. These can 
involve community and industry representatives and bring wider experience and 
new opportunities. 

Business case assumptions may change over time
17. Many councils had established charitable ALEOs such as those for leisure and 
culture to benefit from relief on non-domestic rates (NDR). Some business cases 
we examined identified this as a way for councils to meet their savings targets 
without having to cut services. Business cases identify NDR relief as a specific 
benefit provided that the ALEO meets the requirements for charitable status. While 
NDR relief can bring benefits locally, it offers no net financial gain to the public sector. 

18. The ALEO model is also seen to bring a more commercial focus to generate 
income and attract new funding. In the case of charities, their charitable status is 
also seen as a safeguard against an overly commercial approach. Another unique 
benefit of charities is their ability to attract specific funding and donations.

19. In 2017, the Barclay Review into non-domestic rates brought the availability 
of NDR relief into question (Exhibit 5). It estimated that overall, charitable 
council ALEOs save £45 million annually through relief on NDR. Had the 
recommendation been accepted by the Scottish Government, the impact on the 
viability of leisure and other charitable ALEOs would have been significant. As 
things now stand, the policy changes make charitable ALEOs a less attractive 
option for councils. We are aware of at least one council that is reconsidering its 
proposal to form a culture and leisure ALEO following this development. 

Exhibit 5
The Barclay Review

The Barclay Review  
was set up in 2017 to examine and recommend reforms to 
the business rates system in Scotland.

One of the Barclay Review recommendations was to end 
the rates relief offered to ALEOs as this was seen to be an 
unfair advantage in a competitive market. In its response 
to the review, the Scottish Government announced in 
November 2017 that rates relief will remain in place for 
qualifying facilities already operated by councils. However it 
indicated it would offset any further charity relief benefit for 
future ALEO expansion by councils, for example by limiting 
their grant funding.

Source: Audit Scotland

20. Councils can make a stronger business case where the benefits are clearly 
linked to improved outcomes for citizens and communities. That is, the choice is 
not based on a narrow financial advantage that may be subject to change. 
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21. The more recent business cases we examined do consider a wide range of 
financial and operational factors. Financial considerations, of NDR relief and the 
treatment of VAT were the most prominent features in the earlier business cases 
we looked at. 

22. Business case assumptions may change and need to be reconsidered during 
the design and set-up of an ALEO. We found more effective practice where 
councils identified risks, and re-evaluated business case assumptions before 
taking a final decision. 

Councils are improving how they plan for and appraise ALEOs 
23. Our sample group of councils have significant experience in contracting, 
options appraisal and implementing change. The options appraisal and business 
cases we examined were comprehensive and detailed. Councils use external 
consultancy expertise in more complex legal and financial matters. They also 
draw on evidence from similar organisations that have been set up elsewhere. 
Exhibit 6 summarises good practice we identified and highlights areas where 
councils could improve.

Exhibit 6
Options appraisal and business case

Effective practice

•    Clearly specifying service quality, financial, operational, 
accountability and other factors, on which to base decisions.

•    Objective process to evaluate factors for example using scoring.

•    Using external expertise for more technical, legal, financial, and 
other operational matters.

•    Including all set-up and implementation costs in the appraisal.

•    Using a third party expert to verify the process and assumptions. 

•    Revisiting assumptions throughout the process.

•     Incorporating risk management from the outset through  
to implementation.

Where things can improve

•    Setting clear corporate guidelines for how options are to  
be considered.

•    Being clear why the council identified its chosen range of  
options, and which options it may have excluded.

•    Involving the public and interested communities, such as  
local businesses.

•    Assessing the impact on local interested communities.

•    Including contingency planning at the outset.

Source: Audit Scotland
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24. Councillors must provide strategic direction and understand the range of 
options the council is considering. Options appraisals should clearly set out the 
alternatives along with their respective benefits and risks. This is important as part 
of open and transparent decision-making and public scrutiny. We saw evidence of 
improving practice in this area. More recent options appraisals presented councillors 
with a good level of information across a range of options including contracting with 
private sector, or using community enterprises. However, we also found options 
appraisals that considered only a narrower set of options, and did not explain why 
options such as outsourcing had not been included. 

25. Councils should also consider the risks of various options, and be clear what 
happens if an ALEO fails to meet its objectives. Such contingency planning 
should be considered at the outset. We found that while business cases tended 
to consider these factors in some detail, there was less evidence of contingency 
planning featuring at the initial options appraisal stages.

Few councils have guidelines for making service delivery choices 
26. Most of our sample councils undertook options appraisals on a case-by-case 
basis. Few have guidelines in place to set out the council’s overall approach, for 
example the trigger points for reviewing a service and the criteria to apply when 
looking at options.

27. The Highland Council has introduced its redesign review process to examine 
delivery options across all services. This aims to strengthen councillors’ and 
officers’ understanding of options, including ALEOs, as part of all service reviews. 
North Lanarkshire Council has introduced an ongoing review process to cover all 
its significant ALEOs over a three-year cycle. These reviews consider how the 
ALEO contributes to the council’s priorities and offers value for money.

28. One council from our sample had expressed ‘a presumption of in-house 
provision unless there are service performance issues’ within one of its 
organisational change programmes. This contrasts with another council that 
had expressed the presumption of ‘using third sector parties or ALEOs where 
services can be delivered safely, more cost effectively and efficiently.’

29. What is important is that councils can demonstrate that any policy position 
enables them to secure Best Value. This means making an objective assessment 
of cost, quality and other service benefits. Otherwise there is a risk the council 
will miss the best options to sustain or improve a service.

Councils could do more to involve communities in their choice of options 
30. Councils could do more to involve local communities and businesses in their 
choice of options. Giving communities more say in their services is an area of 
growing national interest and the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 
brings new duties to public bodies. This is an area where councils are developing 
their practice. 

31. We saw limited evidence of public opinion shaping options appraisals. The 
choice of option is treated mainly as a technical issue, but we would expect 
councils to show how they have considered the views of the public. This could 
include their expectations over service quality and the standard of facilities. Such 
dialogue can also make councils aware of options they may not have otherwise 
considered. Part 4 (page 35) of this report considers this topic further.
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Some benefits may not be unique to the ALEO model itself 
32. Some of the benefits associated with ALEOs may not be unique to the ALEO 
model itself. Councils should explore all options and understand the associated 
risks and alternatives. Ultimately, good management and staff commitment 
are key factors for success. Appendix 3 (page 41) outlines some of the 
benefits associated with ALEOs, along with alternative points to bear in mind. 
This provides a context for Part 3 (page 27) of this report which examines 
evidence of what ALEOs are achieving.
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Part 2
How councils oversee ALEOs

councils have 
strengthened 
their 
oversight of 
ALEOs, but 
they are not 
without risk

Key messages

1 Oversight, accountability and good management are essential to 
deliver effective public services however councils choose to deliver 
them. Councils should continue to apply the principles in our Following 
the Public Pound Code (FtPP).

2 Councils have improved and strengthened their oversight of ALEOs. 
This includes clear roles, scrutiny that is proportionate to risk, and 
officers taking a stronger liaison role with ALEOs. 

3 Councils should put in place more formal processes to demonstrate 
that their use of an ALEO provides Best Value. They should take steps 
to be more transparent about their use of ALEOs.

4 Councils need to set clearer criteria for councillor or officer involvement 
with ALEOs. These should consider the associated risks and how 
conflicts of interest should be dealt with. Alternative arrangements can 
be made to reduce the risks of conflicts of interest. 

5 Where councils appoint representatives to ALEO boards, they should 
foremost consider the skills, background and experience required 
of the role. Training and development is important both from the 
perspective of the council and the ALEO. 

Councils must apply the Following the Public Pound Code 

33. Councils are ultimately accountable for how they spend public money, 
including the services they commission through ALEOs. This means having clear 
oversight and appropriate governance arrangements in place. The Following 
the Public Pound Code sets out the principles for how councils should do this 
(Exhibit 7, page 18). The Code states that having council representatives on 
a board as trustees or directors does not in itself achieve effective governance. 
Regardless of any representation on boards, councils should monitor ALEOs and 
insist on regular reporting from them. 
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Exhibit 7
Following the Public Pound

Following the Public Pound  
principles and ALEOs
The principles of openness, integrity and accountability apply 
to councils in their decisions on spending public money. 
These apply equally to funds or other resources which are 
transferred to ALEOs. 

The Code sets out six principles that require councils to:

• have a clear purpose in funding an ALEO

• set out a suitable financial regime

• monitor the ALEO’s financial and service performance

• carefully consider representation on the ALEO board

• establish limits to involvement in the ALEO

• maintain audit access to support accountability.

Source: Following the Public Pound Code

34. An ALEO board needs to act independently to decide how it meets its 
objectives including its obligations to the council. For a registered charity this 
means acting in the interest of the charity and promoting charitable purpose. In 
practice the FtPP principles require a range of measures to be in place: 

• Governance documents setting out the ALEO objectives and powers, along 
with contractual or service agreements between the ALEO and the council. 

• Ongoing performance, financial and contract monitoring; and periodic 
review of the ALEO’s business plans and objectives by the council. 

• Assurance from internal audit over the council’s governance and control 
processes for ALEOs. ALEOs may also have their own audit or finance 
subcommittees. 

Councils have better oversight of ALEOs, but issues can still occur
35. Councils need to understand how well ALEOs are performing, and be aware 
of risks and difficulties that may arise. All our sample councils had appropriate 
governance processes for overseeing ALEOs. More effective practice included 
scrutiny proportionate to the risks involved, and clear roles and responsibilities for 
councillor and officer oversight (Exhibit 8, page 19). 
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Exhibit 8
Improving practice in governance

Councils have developed governance frameworks to achieve a more 
proportionate level of scrutiny for ALEOs

Glasgow City Council's framework for councillor and officer oversight

Glasgow has a diverse portfolio of ALEOs. Its governance framework for ALEOs differentiates 
between democratic, strategic, and operational scrutiny as follows: 

• Political decision-making and scrutiny: councillors oversee ALEOs through the Operational 
Performance and Delivery Scrutiny Committee and the Finance and Audit Scrutiny Committee.

• Strategic oversight and scrutiny: a Governance Management Group of senior officers meets 
with ALEO representatives on a six-monthly basis to review and discuss their financial and 
operational performance, business plans, and issues arising.

• There is regular liaison and monitoring between the council and ALEOs over operational issues: 
corporate teams within the council help to maintain the relationship between ALEOs and their 
client departments in the council.

Aberdeen City Council's ALEOs Assurance Hub

Aberdeen introduced a new ALEOs Assurance Hub in 2017. This draws on expertise from CIPFA 
and the Good Governance Institute. The Assurance Hub has a clear focus on risk management, 
financial management and governance. 

• The council has split its ALEOs into tiers based on the level of funding they receive and the 
level of control the council has over them. The Hub assesses the level of oversight required for 
individual ALEOs and reports to the council's Audit Risk and Scrutiny Committee. 

• Service directorates and committees are responsible for monitoring performance and 
contractual compliance.

• An ALEO Strategic Partnership Group provides advice and support to the council's ALEOs 
including strategic planning and resource sharing. The group comprises ALEO chief executives, 
and council finance, legal, and procurement officers. 

North Lanarkshire Council's dedicated ALEOs committee

North Lanarkshire Council introduced a dedicated ALEOs and External Organisations Monitoring 
Committee in 2016. It meets in public and considers the financial management, performance, 
risks and governance of ALEOs. 

• The frequency of ALEO monitoring reports to the committee is proportionate to risk and ranges 
from quarterly to annually. More detailed performance information is scrutinised by the relevant 
council service committee. 

• Client officer roles are being reviewed, and a Monitoring Officer Working Group established to 
bring about consistency of approach across all areas of ALEO service delivery.

Source: Audit Scotland
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36. Councils must oversee and manage many factors and be aware of the risks 
associated with ALEOs. Despite evidence of improving governance, we are 
aware of governance or operational issues that have arisen:

• Glasgow City Council’s employability ALEO faced financial pressures in 
2015/16 resulting from it having been required to repay European funding. 
As a result, it reduced its activities significantly and shed 150 posts through 
voluntary severance. The body has since restructured.

• East Lothian Council and the Lothians Racing Syndicate Ltd (LRS) jointly 
commissioned an independent governance review to evaluate the 
structure, composition and constitution of the Musselburgh Joint Racing 
Committee, and operational matters relating to the conduct of business at 
the racecourse. This identified options which are being considered by the 
council in consultation with the LRS.

• The creation of a subsidiary in 2011 by the council’s ALEO, North 
Lanarkshire Leisure, had not been reported to a council committee. Also, 
the need for, and circumstances surrounding the setting up of, the company 
was not approved by, or reported to, the ALEO Board. There have since 
been a number of changes within the ALEO and North Lanarkshire Council 
has significantly strengthened its approach to the governance of ALEOs.

• In Stirling Council, a tender evaluation carried out in February 2017 
following an options appraisal for the provision of sports and leisure 
services recommended the award of the contract to an external company. 
However, councillors decided that neither of the two bids submitted as part 
of the extensive tender process met the best value criteria and, as a result, 
the contract award was rejected. The council is now pursuing an alternative 
option involving reconstituting its existing sports and leisure ALEO.

Councils must have clear reasons for their appointments to ALEO boards 
37. It is up to councils to decide on the most appropriate governance 
arrangements. They must consider very carefully the question of council 
representation on the ALEO board. The main consideration is what skills or 
experience are required of the board and who is best placed to meet these. 
Where councillors or officers take such positions, they should be clear about the 
responsibilities and requirements of the role.

38. There are risks of conflicts of interest where councillors or council officers 
take board positions. The Accounts Commission has highlighted that such 
conflicts can become starker if an ALEO encounters difficulties. The Companies 
Act and Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act require board members 
or trustees to act in the best interests of the company or trust on which they 
serve, and to put these interests first (Exhibit 9, page 21). But there may be 
times where this requirement may conflict with councillor or officer duties in the 
council. This can be a difficult balance where council representatives may be privy 
to certain information, but are prohibited from sharing or acting on it because of 
their role. As a small council with fewer councillors, Stirling Council told us that it 
can be much more difficult to manage potential conflicts.
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Exhibit 9
Duties within companies and charities law

Companies Act
requirements for directors include:
• act within powers

• promote the success of the company

• exercise independent judgement

• exercise reasonable care, skill and diligence

• avoid conflicts of interest

• not accept benefits from third parties

• declare any interest in a proposed transaction or arrangement.

Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act
requirements for trustees include:
• act in a manner consistent with the charity's purpose 

• act with the care and diligence expected of someone 
managing another person's affairs

• put the interest of the charity before those of any person or 
organisation who appoints trustees where there is a conflict 
of interest, or withdraw from the decision-making involved.

Source: The Companies Act (2006); Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005

39. The Councillors' Code of Conduct sets out principles that councillors must 
follow where they take a role on outside bodies including ALEOs.

4
 The Standards 

Commission’s Advice Note for Councillors on ALEOs provides supplementary 
guidance to help clarify this area of the Code. This sets out the practice required 
of councillors who are also board members or trustees:

5

• Councillors who are also ALEO board members can participate in council 
committees, but they must declare interests. 

• The Code prohibits councillors from taking ‘quasi-judicial’ decisions in the 
council that may affect any ALEO they are involved with, for example 
planning or licensing decisions.

• It is considered good practice for councillors not to participate in scrutiny 
or funding decisions within the council that may affect the ALEO they are 
involved with.
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40. There is an ongoing debate about the advantages and disadvantages of using 
councillors as board members. Councillors bring their experience as elected 
community representatives and their knowledge of the council and its services; 
however, there are potential conflicts of interest between their roles on the 
council and the ALEO. Exhibit 10 outlines some of the main advantages and 
disadvantages identified by our sample group of councils.

Exhibit 10
Pros and cons of councillors or officers acting as trustees or directors

Potential advantages of council nominees as board directors or trustees

•   Can improve the relationship between the ALEO and the council.

•   Can bring an insight into the council and its objectives and the broader community.

•   Council representatives can gain valuable first-hand experience of service issues and different sectors.

Potential disadvantages of council nominees as board directors or trustees

•   Can bring additional demands to their already diverse role.

•    Representatives may lack the background, skills or understanding required of the role.

•   Risk of conflict of interest between their role on the ALEO and their role on the council.

•    Negative impact on council decision-making where councillors withdraw from committees owing  
to conflicts of interest.

•    Exposure to legal risks and personal liability.

•    Risk to continuity if councillors lose their position if not re-elected.

Source: Audit Scotland

41. We found a range of practice for councillors and officers taking trustee and 
director roles across our sample group: 

• Across most of our sample councils, councillors and officers can take board 
positions on ALEOs. However, it is becoming less common to involve 
officers, and in Stirling and Edinburgh, for example, council officers no 
longer take director positions.

• Practice varied in social care ALEOs. Councillors and council officers are 
appointed as board directors in Glasgow’s Cordia; this contrasts with the 
care ALEOs in Aberdeen City and Scottish Borders where councillors are 
not appointed as directors. In the Scottish Borders, councillors oversee the 
care ALEO through a dedicated Strategic Governance Group. 

• OSCR recommends that the majority of trustees in a charitable ALEO 
should be independent of the council; we observed this to be the case 
across our sample group. 
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42. Officers and councillors holding director positions felt they could balance 
their dual roles, and saw this as very much part of their job. We are not aware 
of any significant breaches to the Councillors Code of Conduct regarding 
councillors’ involvement with ALEOs. Our audit work in councils has emphasised 
the need for clear roles and responsibilities in relation to ALEOs to risk of 
conflicts of interest arising.

43. The City of Edinburgh Council highlighted a previous situation where an 
officer had been in a difficult position concerning the sale of assets from an 
ALEO back to the council. As an ALEO director, his aim was to achieve the best 
price for the company; but as the council’s chief financial officer he had a duty 
to achieve value for money for the council. Council officer posts are no longer 
nominated as directors of that company.

44. We found that few councils have policies or guidelines setting out how 
councillors or officers should be involved with ALEOs. Stirling Council has 
guidelines that aim to focus councillors on their strategic role of providing 
direction, oversight and challenge over ALEOs. The policy restricts councillors 
from participating as directors on more commercial ALEOs, but allows them to 
be involved if the ALEO has a clear community benefit purpose that is in line with 
the council’s objectives. Case study 1 illustrates how the council applied these 
guidelines in the case of a joint venture company.

Case study 1
Board representation on a joint venture (JV)

The council recognised that the board of a property development JV had 
an imbalance of expertise: it comprised councillors and a council officer, 
and property professionals from the council's private sector partner. In 
a governance review, the council replaced the councillors and officer 
with independent experts with knowledge of the commercial property 
market. This was to reduce the risk of conflicts of interest and to improve 
the knowledge and experience of the board for the benefit of both the 
council and its JV partner.

Source: Audit Scotland

Councils should consider other approaches to limit conflicts of interest
45. Some councils have chosen not to use council representatives as board 
members because of the risk of conflicts of interests. Having council nominees 
on boards was seen to blur the relationship between the council and the ALEO. 
It also brings personal liabilities to those taking such roles. Councils can achieve a 
much clearer separation by using secondments to ALEOs.

46. Councils need to put safeguards in place where they decide to involve a 
council representative in a decision-making position on an ALEO. These include 
procedures for dealing with conflicts of interest, making training and advice 
available, and personal liability insurance to protect board members in their role. 
Employment contracts can also be used to specify an officer’s responsibilities if a 
conflict of interest arises, however we did not hear of this being used in practice. 
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47. Council representatives can take a monitoring and liaison role as an alternative 
to taking a board position. This allows them to oversee and advise the ALEO 
without taking a decision-making role on the ALEO. Most of our sample group of 
councils had strengthened the role of such officers to give them greater seniority 
and influence. Their role involves managing the relationship between the council 
and the ALEO, and monitoring the performance of the ALEO and its compliance 
with its contracts or service agreements with the council. Fife Council explained 
how the expertise and close involvement of its officers helps it to understand 
local opportunities and encourage the ALEO to improve its performance. 

Council appointments to ALEOs should be driven by the requirements of 
the role 
48. We found that councillor appointments to ALEO boards tended to reflect the 
political balance of the council. This differs from the approach taken by ALEOs 
for their other board members. These appointments tend to be made through 
an appointments committee based on the skills, experience and other criteria 
required of the role. Councils should ensure that they consider the skills or 
background required of the role. More effective practice in this area included  
The City of Edinburgh Council where officers provide political groups with 
guidance on making appointments.

Councils and ALEOs should provide training and support to board 
members 
49. It is important that board members have the necessary training to perform their 
role effectively and understand what is required of them. Councillors we spoke to 
recognise that training is important from both the perspective of the council and 
the ALEO. All the councils we spoke to provide training, for example as part of the 
induction for new councillors, and more bespoke training in relation to their roles on 
ALEOs. In Glasgow, training is mandatory for elected members appointed to ALEO 
boards. OSCR provides guidance on the role of charity trustees.

6

50. We saw good examples of training for board members, reflecting the 
growing maturity of councils’ experience in this area. Our HCW report on roles 
and working relationships highlights both training and appropriate behaviours 
as essential to good governance.

7
 It urges councils to provide councillors with 

training in the essential areas of scrutiny, audit, and financial decision-making. 
Indeed, some councillors we spoke to felt that in the case of ALEOs, training 
should also cover company accounts. More effective practice is described in 
Exhibit 11 (page 25).

Councils need to provide a systematic test of Best Value
51. It is possible under certain conditions for councils to procure services directly 
from a third party such as an ALEO without a competitive public procurement 
exercise.

8
 Generally, this requires the relationship between the council and 

the ALEO to be the same as that between the council and one of its own 
directorates. The ALEO must also provide most of its core activities on behalf of 
the council. Councils must also continue to observe procurement and competition 
law as part of any changes in their relationship with ALEOs, be it through contract 
renewal, or changes or diversification in the ALEO's activities. 
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Exhibit 11
Training and development for ALEOs 
 

 
Provided by the council Provided by the ALEO

    The council specifies advice and any necessary 
training for all councillors and officers who are 
decision-makers, advisers or observers of an 
external body.

   Training explores conflict scenarios, companies 
and charities law, and the Councillors’ Code  
of Conduct.

   Training involves external expertise.

   All councillors are trained in essential aspects of 
their role in relation to scrutiny, audit and finance.

   Induction workshops for all board members.

   Directors' manual setting out the ALEO's aims, 
and the activities, responsibilities and duties of 
directors or trustees.

    Development programme for board directors 
including corporate governance standards.

   Appraising board members, and publishing their 
attendance record.

   Specialist training in companies and charities law.

Source: Audit Scotland

52. Councils should be able to demonstrate that their contracts or service 
agreements with an ALEO offer Best Value. Councils tend to do this by assessing 
the annual performance of the ALEO, along with its annual report and business 
plan. There is scope for some councils to put stronger arrangements in place for the 
interim review of contract performance. For example, one council we spoke to had 
introduced clearer performance objectives and formal review points in its contract 
with a joint venture ALEO. In another example, a council had revised its service 
agreement with a leisure trust to set out its social benefit objectives more clearly.

Councils should take steps to make ALEOs more accountable 

53. Services provided directly by councils are often seen as more accountable 
than services contracted with external providers such as ALEOs. Councillors 
direct and oversee council-provided services through council committees. Where 
services are delivered by ALEOs this relationship becomes less direct. The 
council will oversee the contract or service agreement with the ALEO, but will 
have less day-to-day influence over the service. 

54. ALEOs bring a different kind of accountability. They are, foremost, accountable to 
their own boards. These can include wider stakeholders including business leaders, 
community and service users, and employee and trade union representatives. This 
can allow for a more ‘user-driven’ form of governance, as opposed to the more 
representative role that councillors take on a council committee. 
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55. Some councillors we spoke to felt that the council relationship with ALEOs 
was different from relationships with a fully outsourced service. As trusted 
partners they felt they could contact ALEO managers for information, and call 
ALEO management to committee to present evidence. 

56. Making information publicly available is another important aspect of accountability. 
Measures we identified that can improve transparency include the following:

• ALEO websites making annual reports, board minutes, and governance 
documents publicly available. 

• ALEOs proactively publishing as much information as possible, for example 
covering the categories of information identified in the Model Publication 
Scheme.

9

• ALEOs acting in accordance with the Freedom of Information Act that 
applies to councils, by responding promptly to information requests, 
providing information where possible and explaining why information 
cannot be provided. 

• ALEOs adopting customer feedback and complaints-handling standards 
such as the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO) guidelines.

57. Most of the leisure ALEOs across our sample group gave useful service and 
pricing information. However, not all included performance or user satisfaction 
information or minutes of board meetings. This is an area that councils should 
improve and specify in their service agreements with ALEOs. We found that:

• all the ALEOs included information on pricing and concessions

• all included information on Freedom of Information

• most had clear information on how to make complaints or suggestions

• only around half made board minutes available

• only around half made annual and performance reports available.

58. A council’s annual accounts are a further source of public information. The 
governance and financial relationship between a council and its ALEOs can 
be complex. The Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting encourages 
councils to ‘tell the story’ of their activities and financial performance during the 
year. This should cover not only the council itself, but also other third parties it is 
involved with, including ALEOs where they are significant to a council in terms of 
their risks or their financial implications. 

59. The extent to which councils provided a clear commentary on their use of 
ALEOs varied significantly, with some councils providing only limited information. 
More effective practice is for councils to give a fuller overview of the ALEOs 
they are involved with. This could include their purpose, the extent of council 
ownership if any, and the financial contribution to and from the council. Most of 
the accounts we reviewed did not provide this level of detail. Glasgow and Fife 
councils had more effective practice and provided a clearer breakdown of their 
interests with useful supporting commentary.
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Part 3
What ALEOs are achieving

ALEOs have 
brought 
benefits 
but cost 
pressures 
remain

Key messages

1 ALEOs are diverse in their range and the services they offer. Councils 
have used ALEOs to sustain existing services and offer additional services 
through reducing costs and generating income. However, financial and 
market pressures remain that can impact on their performance.

2 ALEOs have reduced the costs of sports and leisure services to 
councils through taxation benefits, new funding, and increased 
participation. Social care ALEOs have improved their care standards 
and reduced the costs of these services to councils. Financial pressures 
remain and not all social care ALEOs are achieving their financial 
targets. Performance in other areas such as property development  
has been more mixed.

3 We found many good examples of ALEOs providing innovation and 
benefit to communities. Councils need to better demonstrate how 
their use of ALEOs contributes to the council’s priorities and improves 
outcomes for people.

60. The diversity of services provided by ALEOs and their individual 
circumstances makes it almost impossible to draw clear patterns of performance 
that apply in all cases. We have examined how ALEOs have contributed to 
improving services across a sample of ALEO services. This includes sports and 
leisure services where most councils use ALEOs; and social care, a service that 
vulnerable people and their families rely on. Our sample also includes examples 
from more commercial ALEOs.

61. We have based our assessment on the following sources of information:

• The Local Government Benchmarking Framework (LGBF) performance 
information for leisure services that applies across all Scottish councils. We have 
extracted data specifically for councils that operate sports and leisure ALEOs. 

• Financial returns made by ALEOs to OSCR to identify broad sources of income.

• Care Inspectorate assessments to identify the quality of care for care homes, 
day centres and homecare services in relation to the three social care ALEOs.

• ALEO performance information and examples from across our sample councils. 
These include areas of service quality, efficiencies and financial performance. 
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Sports and leisure ALEOs have increased uptake and reduced costs 

62. In Scotland over three-quarters of councils provide sports and leisure 
services through an ALEO. Sports and leisure services aim to encourage sports 
development, physical activity and wellbeing. These are provided through facilities 
including sports centres, swimming pools, and outdoor sports facilities. We 
estimate the total turnover of leisure and culture trusts to be approximately  
£430 million in 2016/17. Glasgow Life is a joint leisure and culture ALEO and 
operates on a significantly larger scale than other ALEOS in the sector, with total 
turnover of around £127 million. 

63. Exhibit 12 shows LGBF indicators for how the 25 ALEOs that provide sports 
and leisure services across Scotland have performed. This shows that from 
2010/11 to 2016/17 the cost per visit to leisure facilities has fallen,  
while service uptake has increased. Public perceptions of the service show a 
slight decline:

• Net costs per visit have decreased from £3.41 to £2.91.

• Visits (per year) to sports facilities increased from 39.8 million to 47.9 
million, although uptake has declined in recent years in some council areas.

• Satisfaction with sports facilities fell from around 82 per cent to 79 per cent.
10

 

Exhibit 12
The performance of sports and leisure ALEOs
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64. This equates to a reduction in net costs of around 15 per cent, and an 
increase in service uptake by 20 per cent. The trend in these broad indicators 
was less marked for the seven councils that directly provide sports and leisure 
services without using ALEOs. Here there has been a reduction in costs of nine 
per cent, and an increase in uptake of ten per cent; user satisfaction is lower at 
66 per cent and has declined by two per cent. These councils tend to be smaller 
or more rural councils. 

Financial benefits have been a major reason for establishing leisure ALEOs
65. Financial benefits have been a major reason for setting up charitable leisure 
ALEOs. This includes both taxation through NDR relief and VAT, and additional 
income through service uptake and new funding. We estimate that leisure and 
culture ALEOs generate around £61 million annually through donations, grants, 
fund-raising, investments, and other commercial activity.

11
 This is equivalent to 

around 14 per cent of their overall income. Below are some examples of how 
ALEOs have reduced the costs of providing leisure services to councils include:

• The Glasgow City Council’s service fee for Glasgow Life at £73 million is 
equivalent to around 57 per cent of the ALEO income in 2016/17, compared 
to around 71 per cent of income in 2008 (£69 million service fee).

• Leisure and Culture Dundee has made a cumulative saving of £15 million 
(2011 to 2017) allowing it to remove a £3.5 million funding gap and invest 
£1.2 million. Income generated by the ALEO now exceeds the funding paid 
by the council. 

• High Life Highland has realised a saving of £9.1 million in its first five years 
of operation; with rates and VAT savings making up around 56 per cent 
of the savings, and the remainder being achieved through income and 
efficiencies. 

• From 2008–16, Fife Council saw a 50 per cent reduction in costs, and a 50 
per cent increase in service uptake for sports and leisure. The annual costs 
to the council fell by over £3 million, from 60 per cent of turnover to only 
20 per cent.

66. Fife Council’s capital investment programme has contributed to its improved 
performance. The council works in partnership with Fife Sports and Leisure 
Trust to plan and project manage this programme. This has led to £18 million of 
investment being targeted across sports centres and swimming pools, including 
easy-access changing rooms. The programme aims to ensure the investment 
continues to deliver financial benefits by increasing revenue as well as benefiting 
communities. 

Councils need to improve how they measure the outcomes achieved by 
ALEOs 
67. Measuring the impact services have on improving health, wellbeing and 
other outcomes is an area where the public sector is still developing its practice. 
It is difficult to identify the contribution of ALEOs to wider outcomes. We have 
therefore limited our assessment in this area to more qualitative examples of how 
ALEOs contribute to their social or community benefit aims.
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68. As charities, ALEOs have a charitable purpose in areas such as participation in 
sport, health and wellbeing and encouraging volunteering. Most of our sample group 
of leisure or culture ALEOs were also involved in their local community planning 
partnership, either through subgroups or as an additional or non-statutory partner. 
High Life Highland (HLH) has participated as a member of the Highland Community 
Planning Partnership since 2015, helping to find new opportunities, for example 
through partnership working with the NHS. We found many good examples of 
ALEO initiatives to meet their wider social or community benefit aims:

• Edinburgh Leisure worked alongside a GP practice in Leith to set up 
referrals to a physical activity programme run by the local swimming pool, 
targeted at men over 50 at risk of heart disease, stroke and diabetes.

• Linking leisure and wellbeing: High Life Highland working in partnership 
with NHS provides physiotherapy and rehabilitation services from 
community leisure facilities. HLH has encouraged participation of teenage 
girls in exercise through its dance programme, training 300 students to lead 
weekly sessions involving almost 2,600 participants.

• Fife Sports and Leisure Trust introduced summer free swimming and ‘Quid 
a Kid’, an initiative which enables juniors to play racket sports for just £1.

• Leisure and Culture Dundee secured private sector sponsorship for their 
Park Lives outdoor activities initiative.

69. Like councils and other providers, ALEOs operate concessionary schemes. 
These include low-cost leisure access schemes and activities for groups such 
as children or older people. Some councils saw ALEOs as helping to sustain 
services, such as affordable swimming for school-age children, that may 
otherwise not be provided. 

70. The ALEO model has brought benefits but challenges remain. Financial 
constraints are impacting on the ability of councils to fund ALEOs. In the culture 
sector, for example, reduced council funding has led to library closures in some 
communities. One leisure ALEO from our sample group was also consulting 
the public over the impact of reduced funding from the council. Other councils 
indicated that they may need to limit their funding to areas of most need. Factors 
we have noted that can impact on ALEOs include: 

• uncertainty over future taxation and NDR benefits

• impact of reduced funding from councils on the ability of ALEOs to 
generate income

• need for investment in leisure facilities and their ongoing maintaining costs

• increasing competition for what are limited charitable funding opportunities.
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Social care ALEOs have improved standards of care; cost 
pressures remain 

71. The Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014 introduced a significant 
programme of reform. This aims to bring health and social care services closer 
together, with Integration Joint Boards (IJBs) being introduced to plan and 
commission services in their areas. Our audit focused on the contribution of 
the ALEO model itself to social care services. We did not look at the wider 
partnership context of IJBs. Our performance audit, Health and social care 
integration: Part 2

12
 will examine progress in this major reform programme 

including strategic planning and governance.

72. Three councils now deliver adult social care services through an ALEO. 
Services include older people’s care, rehabilitation, and enablement to help 
people regain abilities they may have lost through poor health or disability:

• Glasgow: Cordia LLP, established 2008, about 4,000 full-time equivalent  
(FTE) staff.

• Aberdeen: Bon Accord Care Ltd, (BAC), established 2013, about 800 FTE staff.

• Scottish Borders: SB Cares LLP, (SBC), established 2015, about 500 FTE staff.

73. Cordia combines facilities management and catering services, along with 
Cordia Cares, its social care arm. Glasgow City Council has decided to bring 
the activities provided through Cordia back into the council. Aberdeen City and 
Scottish Borders councils both operate similar models for their social care ALEOs. 
These aim to sustain the level and quality of care services service through:

• achieving greater efficiency and flexibility through a more commercial 
management approach under a specialist board

• generating income through providing additional services. 

74. The business cases for social care ALEOs identified potential new sources of 
income including providing care services as part of self-directed support (SDS), 
offering accredited training, and supplying aids and equipment. SDS allows 
clients more choice over their care services and providers, including the option to 
manage their own care budget. 

75. The councils’ contracts with social care ALEOs allow for a financial 
contribution from the ALEO, with the ALEO setting out to achieve this through 
efficiencies and income generation. BAC and SBC are performing inline with 
their anticipated budgets. Cordia has not realised its planned contribution in 
recent years. This is mainly because savings from the council’s transformation 
programme have taken longer to deliver than anticipated.

76. The social care ALEOs have increased income by offering additional services, 
but this is a small proportion of their total income. Social care ALEOs have not yet 
realised the anticipated levels of additional income from SDS. 
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77. The social care ALEOs have upheld and improved the quality of the services 
they provide. Exhibit 13 gives an overview of Care Inspectorate (CI) grading 
assessments for services delivered by social care ALEOs in areas including care at 
home, residential care and day centres.

13
 The table summarises overall movements 

in the proportions of these gradings rated as good or better over the three-year 
period from 2014/15 to 2016/17. There has been an improving trend across the three 
social care ALEOs. Within this, the improvement in care at home, and care home 
services, is consistent with, or better than, the trend across Scotland.

Exhibit 13
Percentage of ALEO services graded as good or better across all four inspection themes.1

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

Cordia2 0% 0% 100%

Bon Accord Care 10% 79% 85%

SB Cares3 n/a 20% 56%

Notes:
1. The CI grades registered services on four themes: Care and Support; Environment; Staffing; Management and Leadership.

2. Cordia has multiple services grouped into three area-based inspections. 
3. SB Cares had no registered services until 2015/16. 

Source: Care Inspectorate Datastore

78. The Scottish Health and Care Experience Survey measures user satisfaction 
for the parent council for the percentage of adults who:

• receive any care or support who rate it as excellent or good.

• are supported at home who agree that their services and support had an 
impact in improving or maintaining their quality of life.

79. The data is currently only available over two years (2014/15 and 2015/16). 
It shows that satisfaction levels at around 80 per cent are broadly comparable 
between councils that use care ALEOs and other councils. 

80. We also found examples of innovative and responsive working practices 
across the social care ALEOs:

• Cordia worked in partnership with Glasgow City Council’s education 
service to develop a new food policy for Glasgow schools encouraging 
pupils to avoid local fast food outlets. 
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• BAC’s enablement service has trained 187 care staff to encourage greater 
independence among older people and reduced demand for planned care. 

• SB Cares and BAC each stepped in at short notice to take on clients from 
independent care providers that had failed to deliver the services required 
of them by the partnership. 

• BAC reduced its agency staff hours by 35 per cent in 2015/16 by operating  
an internal staff pool arrangement to allow its staff to provide cover at  
short notice.

81. Councils we spoke to said they see a role for social care ALEOs to help 
regulate a market where low profit margins can impact on the service and its 
staff. They saw a role for ALEOs to stimulate the market to help meet future 
demands. By offering accredited training ALEOs were also seen to help uphold 
service quality and develop employees.

82. The ALEO operating model aims to use the workforce more flexibly to 
develop the services they offer. This can lead to employee terms and conditions 
being negotiated that differ from those of the council. We found that ALEOs do 
put assurances in place, for example over payment of the living wage, adopting 
council terms and conditions and allowing employees to access local government 
pension schemes.

83. It is important, however, that councils continue to oversee staffing issues, 
including how ALEOs comply with equal opportunities and good employment 
practice. They should also understand how future funding pressures may impact on 
the workforce. Even where services are provided through an ALEO, the council can 
be ultimately accountable for the treatment of staff. For example, it was ruled by a 
Scottish court that the employees of Cordia could compare their pay packages with 
employees of Glasgow City Council for the purposes of equal pay claims.

84. Healthcare Improvement Scotland (HIS) and The Care Inspectorate (CI) carry 
out joint inspections across Scottish local authorities of older people’s health and 
social care services. Some recent reports have highlighted concerns over service 
quality, leadership and governance as some health and social care partnerships 
adapt to the ongoing changes in how health and social care is provided. 

85. The role of social care ALEOs in the context of integrated care services is 
continuing to evolve. Health and social care partnerships, along with their service 
providers, must continue to adapt and innovate. And, as we said in our report on 
social work services, financial and demand pressures remain a major issue.

14
 

Other more commercial ALEO activities
86. It is difficult to comment generally on the effectiveness of the diverse range 
of commercial activities that ALEOs provide. We have seen both successes and 
areas that have not met their objectives across our sample.

87. Councils have used more commercial arrangements, including ALEOs and 
joint ventures for property development and buildings maintenance activities. 
The downturn in the commercial property market around 2012 has reduced 
opportunities for property development activity. Councils across our sample group 
have responded to these market pressures in different ways. 
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88. Stirling Council is reviewing its current joint venture ALEO to bring some 
development sites back within the council’s control and align them more closely 
with its City Regions Deal programme. The ALEO will focus on other more 
commercial development opportunities. The City of Edinburgh Council has 
decided to wind up Edinburgh Development Initiative, its property development 
ALEO, and bring its activities in-house to be closer to the council’s planning and 
development functions.

89. Examples of the activities and contribution from what is a diverse range of 
other commercial ALEOs are set out below. These include both financial benefits 
and contributions towards council and partner priorities: 

• Glasgow City Building took on 70 new apprentices in 2016/17 and 
employs 324 apprentices in total with over 90 per cent completing 
their apprenticeship. Almost three-quarters of their expenditure goes to 
Glasgow-based small to medium enterprises. Around 100 school pupils 
benefited from work experience opportunities. 

• Energy and waste ALEOs in Aberdeen and Fife have reduced fuel 
poverty for council housing residents, with Fife Resource Solutions 
ALEO generating renewable power equivalent to the demands of 1,250 
households.

90. Business planning is an important feature of ALEOs for them to meet their 
objectives and contractual obligations. ALEOs need to be commercially viable 
in the longer term. As an example of longer-term planning, Fife Council and its 
waste ALEO are working together to deliver a long-term residual waste treatment 
solution for post-2020. This is a critical project for both parties since landfilling 
municipal solid waste will be prohibited from 1 January 2021.
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Part 4
The future direction of ALEOs

councils 
must keep 
ALEOs under 
review and 
consider 
alternatives

Key messages

1 Councils value ALEOs as an option to help them to sustain services 
and innovate. Their use of ALEOs continues to change and evolve: 
ALEOs are being merged, disbanded, or created in new areas such as 
affordable energy. There is only limited use of ALEOs to deliver shared 
services between councils.

2 Some councils are exploring alternatives to ALEOs following the 
Scottish Government’s announcement that it would limit non-domestic 
rates relief for any new council charitable ALEOs. In doing so, councils 
should work closely with local communities and businesses.

3 Councils need to ensure ALEOs are sustainable in the longer term. At a 
time of financial constraints, market uncertainty and policy reform it is 
even more important that councils have clear reasons for establishing 
new ALEOs. They should continue to review how existing ALEOs are 
performing and how they fit with council and communities’ priorities. 

ALEOs remain an important option for councils 

91. Councils see arm’s-length bodies as an important option that gives them 
room to manoeuvre in what are challenging times for local government. ALEOs 
can help to sustain services and bring innovation, but financial and demand 
pressures remain. 

92. However, ALEOs are falling out of favour with some councils. Glasgow City 
Council has decided to bring both Cordia and its community safety ALEO back 
in-house. This has resulted from the council’s ongoing transformation programme 
across all activities, and its response to wider legislative changes in community 
planning, community empowerment, and the integration of health and social care.  

Councils are exploring new ways to realise the benefits of ALEOs
93. Any decision to continue or discontinue with an ALEO must be objective and 
consistent with the requirements of Best Value. It should focus on outcomes 
not the method of delivering the service. We have emphasised that good 
management is a key factor for success, whatever way services are delivered. 

94. The context within which any ALEO operates can and will change with time. 
The Barclay Review of non-domestic rates is already changing how councils think 
about different options. Aberdeenshire Council has found that its grant funding 
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would be reduced to offset NDR relief awarded, and so its proposal to create a 
culture and leisure ALEO is no longer viable. It is now looking at other ways to 
realise some of the benefits of the ALEO model to bring:

• closer involvement from businesses and communities 

• innovation and faster decision-making to realise commercial or service 
opportunities

• expertise in service-specific areas such as marketing.

95. Possible alternatives include enhancing existing council services by creating a 
separate business unit, or alternatively using a different form of social enterprise 
to generate and reinvest income. 

96. This example highlights that councils need to continue to work closely 
with businesses and local communities as they develop options. Community 

 brings a much stronger impetus for 
communities to play a stronger part in delivering services. Indeed, councils’ 
experience with ALEOs brings lessons that could be applied to organisations that 
are more closely linked to communities, for example to:

• include community, business and service user representatives on boards

• protect assets by keeping them within public ownership 

• allow limited liability protection for representatives taking director roles. 

97. We found that some more recent options appraisals have considered 
community enterprises. We also saw examples where councils are involving 
communities more closely. Fife Council purchased a disused military site and 
leased it at nominal cost to a community organisation for use as a football 
venue. The arrangement enables community activity to take place and is self-
sufficient with no revenue cost to the council. The council has also used planning 
contributions paid by developers to build a community sports hub. In another 
example, High Life Highland ALEO took a positive role in supporting community-
run organisations that were facing financial difficulties. 

98. Councils have also used the ALEO model to innovate and offer new services. 
As an example, Aberdeen City Council’s Aberdeen Heat & Power ALEO has 
provided district heating schemes since 2002. The council is considering creating 
a new Energy Services Company (ESCO) to provide a wider range of energy 
services across Aberdeen as a whole.

15
 

There is limited use of ALEOs to achieve shared benefits between councils
99. Councils have made limited progress in working together to provide services 
jointly, and we saw limited evidence of ALEOs being used in this way. Lothian 
Buses is the most significant example we identified (Case study 2, page 37). 
Others include: Dundee Energy Recycling Limited which provides service on 
behalf of both Dundee and Angus councils; Cordia’s social care equipment 
service trades with neighbouring councils; and Stirling and Falkirk jointly own an 
ALEO that provides Geographical Information Services (GIS).

Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 
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Case study 2
Lothian Buses Limited

Lothian Buses Limited is the largest municipal bus company in the UK. It 
carries about 120 million passengers per year, and contributes to wider 
transport objectives to deliver a healthy, inclusive, safe transport system. 

It is owned 91 per cent by City of Edinburgh Council; and East Lothian, 
Mid Lothian and West Lothian councils own the remainder. Transport 
for Edinburgh is the holding company for Lothian Buses Limited and 
Edinburgh Trams Limited.

The company operates in the main a low fare, high passenger volume 
inclusive fares policy with a single flat fare across much of the 
network. As in the rest of Scotland, senior citizens travel free through a 
concessionary policy operated and funded by the Scottish Government.

Lothian Buses operates about 700 buses and has a vehicle replacement 
programme that procures vehicles that minimise emissions including 
hybrid and all electric vehicles. All buses are low floor and wheel chair 
accessible. 

The company is profitable and makes a dividend payment to its 
constituent councils. For Edinburgh, the principle shareholder, annual 
dividends have risen from around £2 million in 2010 to over £6 million 
in 2017. The council has no restrictions on its use of the dividends; they 
are currently being used in part to fund the infrastructure costs of the 
Edinburgh Trams Project.

Source: Audit Scotland

Councils will need to consider the benefits and risks as ALEOs evolve
100. Financial constraints may reduce the funding councils provide to ALEOs. 
ALEO representatives have argued that funding cuts can be double edged as 
they reduce their ability to generate income and achieve the benefits that setting 
up an ALEO was meant to make possible. 

101. We have seen examples of ALEOs merging to bring related services 
together and save costs. Mergers between leisure and culture ALEOs are an 
example. As ALEOs evolve and adapt, councils will need to carefully consider 
their viability including their ability to operate more independently. There is also  
a risk that ‘super-ALEOs’ become so large they lose the focus and flexibility 
that is seen to be one of their success factors. It is important that councils keep 
ALEOs under review and consider alternatives where they no longer meet their 
intended objectives.
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Endnotes

1 Code of guidance on funding external bodies and following the public pound , Accounts Commission and Convention 
of Scottish Local Authorities (CoSLA), 1996. In 2005, the Code was given statutory backing in the form of a Ministerial Direction 
under s51(1) and (2) of the Local Government (Scotland) Act 2003 which required every local authority to comply with the FtPP 
Code when entering into any arrangement or agreement with a body corporate or implementing such an arrangement.

2 OSCR’s 2015 report Arm’s-Length External Organisations lists the charitable ALEOs identified at that time.

3 The LGiSA 2003, and the provisions around Best Value, Community Planning, and the power to advance wellbeing.

4 The Councillors’ Code of Conduct, Scottish Government, 2010. The Standards Commission publishes guidance for councillors on 
how to interpret the provisions within the Code of Conduct.

5 Advice for Councillors on Arm’s-Length External Organisations, The Standards Commission, September 2016.

6 www.oscr.org.uk/guidance-and-forms/guidance-and-good-practice-for-charity-trustees 

7 How councils work: Roles and working relationships in councils: are you still getting it right?  Accounts Commission, 
November 2016.

8 Under what is known as the Teckal Exemption, codified in regulation 12 of the Public Contracts Regulations (PCR) 2015.

9 Model Publication Scheme, produced and approved by the Scottish Information Commissioner on 31 May 2017.

10 Scottish Household Survey data.

11 Financial returns submitted by charitable ALEOs to OSCR.

12 Health and social care integration: Part 2. To be published autumn 2018 on behalf of the Auditor General and the Accounts 
Commission.

13 Care Inspectorate (CI) grading assessments for registered services: care homes; support services; and housing support services 
(from The Care Inspectorate Datastore). The CI grades registered services on four themes: Care and Support; Environment; 
Staffing; Management and Leadership.

14 Social work in Scotland , Accounts Commission, September 2016.

15 The Scottish Government Scottish Futures Trust identifies Energy Services Companies (ESCOs) as a model for district heating 
schemes and other initiatives.
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Appendix 1
Audit approach

Our audit work included a sample group of nine councils that make significant use of ALEOs, covering 
both urban and rural areas. We included the three councils that currently operate social care ALEOs. 

Sample councils and ALEOs of interest 

Aberdeen

• Bon Accord, delivers social care

• Aberdeen Heat & Power

The City of Edinburgh Council

• Edinburgh Leisure

• CEC Holdings, a range of 
property companies 

Dundee City Council

• Leisure and Culture Dundee

• Dundee Energy Recycling Ltd

Fife Council

• Fife Sports & Leisure Trust

• Fife Resource Solutions  
(waste management)

• Fife Cultural Trust

Glasgow City Council

• Cordia (social care)

• Glasgow Life  
(leisure and culture)

• Jobs and Business Glasgow

• City Building

The Highland Council

• High Life Highland  
(leisure and culture)

• Beinn Tharsuinn Windfarm 
Community Limited

North Lanarkshire Council

• Culture North Lanarkshire 

• North Lanarkshire Leisure Ltd

• Mears Scotland LLP (property)

Scottish Borders Council

• SB Cares

• Borders Sport and Leisure Trust

Stirling Council

• Active Stirling Ltd 
(sports and leisure)

• Stirling Development Agency Ltd

The audit work comprised document review, research and interviews with representatives from the sample group. 
These included officers, ALEO representatives and focus groups with elected members. Much of our on-site and 
research work was undertaken in late 2017. 

We looked at a cross-section of ALEOs from this sample group. We did not look at:

• housing associations

• public-private partnerships, private finance initiatives or other financial partnerships

• councils’ funding of the numerous smaller-scale activities delivered through the third sector and other 
external parties

• trading operations within councils or other partnership arrangements.
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Appendix 2
The common forms of ALEO

Key features 

Limited company Can be a company limited by shares (CLS) or guarantee (CLG). The 
'articles of association' set out the rules for decisions, ownership and 
control between the company and its 'members' who formed the 
company (typically the council).

Limited Liability 
Partnerships (LLP)

As with a company, it is a separate legal identity that offers limited liability 
to its members. Governed by a partnership agreement, it offers greater 
flexibility than a company over internal arrangements, eg for taking 
decisions and the treatment of profits.

Scottish Charitable 
Incorporated 
Organisation (SCIO) 

A bespoke legal form for registered Scottish charities that has been 
available since 2011. SCIOs need only register with the Office of the 
Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR). Limited companies can also be 
charities but must register with both OSCR and Companies House.

Community Interest 
Company (CIC) 

A form of company (limited either by shares or by guarantee)  
created as a ‘social enterprise’ to use its profits and assets to  
benefit the community. 

Related forms are community benefit societies (CBS) and cooperative 
societies that serve the interests of their members.

Joint Venture (JV) A general term for a commercial venture between partners, typically the 
council and the private sector. Can take different forms, eg CLS, LLP. 
Public-private partnerships, and private finance initiatives are also forms of 
JV partnerships.

Trust A body governed by 'trustees' through a trust deed. Unlike  
companies, they are not registered with a regulatory body and do  
not offer limited liability.
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Appendix 3
Factors for councils to consider 

Business case assumption Factors for councils to consider

ALEOs bring financial 
benefits through tax 
advantages, commercial 
trading and new funding 
opportunities

ALEOs bring financial benefits through NDR relief, new funding and wider 
commercial trading. 
Charitable status encourages donations and volunteering. 
The ALEO model safeguards against contract over-pricing as any surpluses can be 
retained in the public sector. 
However, points to bear in mind:

There are uncertainties about whether new sources of income will continue over 
the longer term. For example: 
• Taxation benefits, eg NDR and VAT are subject to change. 
• Future income is affected by market forces.
• Grants and new funding tend to be one-off, time limited or project specific; and 

there is increasing competition for them.

ALEOs bring strong 
identity, focus and 
responsiveness

Direction through an ALEO board can be more immediate and responsive than 
through a larger council body that has competing demands for attention. An 
ALEO's defined purpose, separate identity, and contractual obligations give a 
clear focus on performance. ALEO boards bring greater diversity and specialist 
expertise; ALEOs can compete to attract workforce talent.
However, points to bear in mind:

Councils can achieve similar benefits when ALEOs are not involved:
• Councils can create a service identity and focus, for example through setting 

up separate business units with a distinct brand. 
• Councils already attract external expertise, eg through partnership working, and 

joint boards or committees.
• Outsourcing can also bring expertise and specialisms to the benefit of the 

service. 

ALEOs can bring 
workforce flexibility and 
efficiencies

ALEOs have brought new and improved practice in areas of workforce 
deployment. They have negotiated more flexible employment terms, for example 
to extend opening hours; and make use of casual staff and volunteers.
However, points to bear in mind:

• The best performing councils also demonstrate good workforce management 
and practice. These features are not unique to ALEOs.

• Planned changes in an ALEO may be limited by expectations over workforce 
terms and conditions.

• Financial pressures in an ALEO may impact on its ability to uphold terms and 
conditions including access to pensions.

• If an ALEO is brought back into the council any differences in terms will need 
to be harmonised. 
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AUDIT & PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS COMMITTEE

Report Title Transformation Progress Report

Lead Officer Sally Shaw, Interim Chief Officer

Report Author Gail Woodcock, Lead Transformation Manager 
(ACHSCP)

Report Number HSCP.18.020

Date of Report 21 May 2018

Date of Meeting  12 June 2018

1: Purpose of the Report 

The purpose of this report is to provide an update on the progress of the 
Transformation Programme.

This includes a high level overview of the full transformation programme, and a 
deeper dive into two of the work streams: 

1. Self Management and Building Community Capacity
2. Infrastructure, IT and Data Sharing 

2: Summary of Key Information 

2.1 Background

The Transformation Programme for the Aberdeen City Health and Social Care 
Partnership (ACHSCP), agreed by the IJB, includes the following priority areas for 
strategic investment:

 Acute Care at Home
 Supporting Management of Long Term Conditions and Building Community 

Capacity
 Modernising Primary and Community Care 
 Culture Change/ Organisational Change
 Strategic Commissioning and Development of Social Care
 Information and Communication Technology, Technology Enabled Care, 

Infrastructure and Data Sharing
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These programmes, consisting of a range of individual and linked projects, seek to 
support the delivery of the objectives and aspirations as set out in our Strategic 
Plan. 

An additional workstream setting out budget savings projects has also been 
developed and is being implemented. Further information on this workstream will 
be included in the next Transformation Progress Report to this committee.

2.2 Acceleration and Pace Highlight Report

The Acceleration and Pace Highlight report for the period February to June 2018 is 
attached at Appendix A. This report provides a high-level overview of key 
milestones delivered during the reporting period, along with anticipated key 
milestones in the next reporting period and any significant issues, risks and 
changes.

2.3 Self-Management and Building Community Capacity

2.3.1 Summary

Self-Management and Building Community Capacity is a programme consisting of 
a range of projects which seek to support the development of sustainable capacity 
in our communities and new ways of working to create an environment where 
people can self-manage their long-term conditions. 

Key projects included in this workstream include the implementation of the Link 
Working approach across communities in the city, the development of the House 
of Care model in primary care, 

2.3.2 Anticipated Benefits 

A list of each of the projects/ grouped projects with their anticipated benefits is 
attached at Appendix B. A brief presentation will be provided to the committee 
setting out the approach taken to for a number of these projects including a more 
comprehensive look at the Link Workers project.

2.4 IT, Infrastructure and Data Sharing

2.4.1 Summary

The IT, Infrastructure and Data Sharing workstream consists of a number of 
projects which are essential to enabling broader whole system transformational 
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change. 

These range from developing a Partnership Asset Plan and planning work 
associated with a number of infrastructure projects, to enabling work in relation to 
ICT which help integrated working to happen, for example ensuring that 
connectivity is available for both NHS and ACC staff regardless of where they 
work. Much of this work is slow to deliver due to the complexity of NHS and ACC 
systems and in particular as a result of challenges around cross system data 
sharing.

2.4.2 Anticipated Benefits 

A list of each of the projects/ grouped projects with their anticipated benefits is 
attached at Appendix C. A brief presentation will be provided to the committee 
highlighting some of these projects, and progress to date.

Appendices

A. Transformation Programme: Acceleration and Pace Highlight Report
B. Self-Management and Building Community Capacity Summary Programme 

Dashboard
C. IT, Infrastructure and Data Sharing Summary Programme Dashboard

3: Equalities, Financial, Workforce and Other Implications

Financial Implications

The partnership receives around £18million per year from a range of sources to 
support its transformation programme. Transformation also impacts on the overall 
partnership budget of £260million. 

Equalities Implications

Equalities implications are considered on a project by project as well as 
programme wide basis.

Workforce Implications

Workforce implications are considered at project, programme and overall portfolio 
levels. 
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4: Management of Risk 

Identified risk(s):

Risks relating to the Transformation Programme are managed throughout the 
transformation development and implementation processes. The Executive 
Programme Board and portfolio Programme Boards have a key role to ensure that 
these risks are identified and appropriately managed. High level risks to 
programme delivery and mitigating actions are identified within progress reports 
reported on a regular basis to the Audit and Performance Systems Committee.

Link to risk number on strategic or operational risk register:

The main risk relates to not achieving the transformation that we aspire to, and the 
resultant risk around the delivery of our strategic plan, and therefore our ability to 
sustain the delivery of our statutory services within the funding available.

9. Failure to deliver transformation at a pace or scale required by the demographic 

and financial pressures in the system 

2. There is a risk of financial failure, that demand outstrips budget and IJB cannot 

deliver on priorities, statutory work, and project an overspend

How might the content of this report impact or mitigate the known risks: 

This paper brings to the attention of the Audit and Performance Systems 
Committee information about our programme management governance and 
reporting processes and specifically detailed financial information about our 
transformation programme, in order to provide assurance of the scrutiny provided 
across our programme management governance structure in order to help mitigate 
against the above risks.

4: Recommendations for Action 

It is recommended that the Audit and Performance Systems Committee:

1. Note the information provided in this report.
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Transformation Programme

Acceleration and Pace Highlight Report

Reporting Period: February – June 2018

 Organisational Development & Cultural Change

 IT, Infrastructure and Data Sharing

 Modernising Primary & Community Care

 Supporting Self-Management of Long Term Conditions 
and Building Community Capacity

 Strategic Commissioning

 Acute Care @ Home

Highlight 
Report 4.0

V1.0
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Overall Transformation Programme
The Aberdeen City Health and Social Care Partnership’s Transformation Programme seeks to deliver the 
change that is required for the partnership to deliver its strategic priorities. 

General Comments:
Activities and Projects within the programme are categorised as follows:

 TRANSFORMATIVE – activities that are intended to change the current operating arrangements into 
new, different operating arrangements

 INNOVATIVE – activities that will introduce a new way of working into the current operating system 

 ENABLING – activities and infrastructure which are essential to support innovation and transformation 
to happen.

Overall Programme Expenditure 
Our transformation programme seeks to manage increasing demand, and where appropriate release savings, 
through the development of leaner and smarter systems, and most of our initial work and investment seeks to 
create the environment which will allow this to happen. 

Infrastructure, IT and Data 
Sharing

£642,322.42 £556,335.56 £561,409.68 £974,532.00 £845,500.00

Acute Care @ Home £9,004.00 £26,799.00 £27,551.86 £616,461.00 £675,081.00

Supporting Management of Long 
Term Conditions and Building 
Community Capacity

£419,678.71 £519,615.88 £596,084.51 £1,310,180.50 £1,237,280.00

Modernising Primary & Community 
Care

£950,045.94 £1,176,966.00 £1,155,223.84 £1,449,890.00 £1,703,725.00

Culture and Organisational Change £614,772.10 £150,199.60 £83,711.04 £89,600.00 £89,600.00

Strategic Commissioning and 
Development of Social Care

£25,730.10 £82,227.72 £196,401.26 £104,745.00 £52,372.00

Delayed Discharge £728,169.00 £648,826.00 £624,918.06 £716,226.00 £641,035.00

Integration and Transformation 
Programme Delivery

£402,309.95 £947,743.23 £916,502.64 £1,338,580.00 £1,046,578.00

£3,792,032.22 £4,108,712.99 £4,161,802.89 £6,600,214.50 £6,291,171.00

Actual Spend 
2017/18

Projected Spend 
2018/19

Projected Spend 
2019/20

Investment/ spend to 
31/3/17

Programme Work stream Projected Spend 
2017/18

Abbreviations used throughout the report:
ACHSCP: Aberdeen City Health and Social Care Partnership

EPB: Executive Programme Board

MPCC: Modernising Primary & Community Care

SMCC: Supporting Self-Management of Long Term Conditions & Building Community Capacity
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ODCC: Organisational Development & Cultural Change

IIDS: IT, Infrastructure and Data Sharing

SC: Strategic Commissioning

AC@H: Acute Care at Home
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Organisational Development and Cultural Change
1. Programme Summary and Anticipated Benefits
This ENABLING work stream recognises that people are key to delivering our integration and 
transformation ambitions. The appropriate organisational culture is an essential core building block 
and we will be unable to successfully embed the transformation we week without changing the 
culture of our organisation and the people who make it.

Activities in this work stream support this new “Team Aberdeen” culture to be developed and support 
the development of people in the right places and with the right skills and attributes to support people 
in communities. The work stream also recognises the anxiety many of our staff will feel as we 
transition into our new partnership and integrate at every point of delivery, aligning with our values of 
caring, person centred and enabling.

2. Key Milestones during reporting period
Key milestones 
deliverables

Planned 
Date

Achieved 
Date

Update Comments

Reviewed and 
agreed outcomes 
and new action 
plan

May 2018 May 2018 2 ‘workshops’ have taken 
place to give protected 
discussion time to agree 
priorities and rationalise the 
action plan.  

Action plan agreed to be 
reviewed annually. 

Implementation of 
change 
methodologies 
and team support 
programme 
including Aston

Ongoing Ongoing Several teams e.g. 
Community Planning and 
Capital Planning have 
engaged support from the 
OD and facilitation team. 

The roll out of the 
programme is on a voluntary 
basis whereby a bespoke 
programme is developed 
between the team manager 
and Aston coach (run by our 
facilitators within the 
partnership.

A flyer is being drafted for 
circulation to teams to 
promote this support service 
for staff and leaders.

The Aston programme is 
an evidenced based 
approach which aims to 
increase team 
effectiveness and 
communication. This is 
demonstrated in the 
feedback. 
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Heart Awards 22nd 
February 
2018

22nd February 
2018

Staff awards event took 
place on 22nd February. Initial 
feedback has been very 
positive.

More than 60 nominations for 
teams and individuals were 
gathered in the seven award 
categories, representing a 
100% increase in 
nominations from 2017. 
Following the event there 
was two full pages of positive 
ACHSCP coverage in the 
Evening Express.  

A charity collection on the 
night raised £1,500 for the 
Archie Foundation

‘Having Exceptional 
Achievement Recognised 
Together’ – was designed 
to celebrate the 
outstanding work of 
colleagues in ACHSCP 
and its partner 
organisations. 
Planning for next awards 
will begin after Summer 
2018. 

Senior 
Management to 
actively support 
health and 
wellbeing of the 
workforce being at 
the heart of 
working practices:
 
Sport Aberdeen – 
Workforce 
engagement 
sessions

February 
2018

March 2018 Over a two-month period 
Sport Aberdeen has 
undertaken workforce 
engagement sessions across 
the ACHSCP. This 
comprised of a mix of:
1. Attending team meetings
2. Holding open drop in 

sessions
3. Conducting an online 

questionnaire
The aim of this process was 
to engage with the workforce 
and identify, from their 
perspective, the challenges 
and barriers they face when 
it comes to personal health & 
wellbeing during the working 
day.

An action plan will be 
developed by the Health 
Working Lives Group 
based on this information 
and will be evaluated.

iMatter Survey 
and actions

June 2018 - Initial iMatter complete. 
Findings have been fed back 
to staff in a range of ways 
including staff briefings and 
events. Next survey to be 
completed in May/June 2018 
and planning and 
communication with staff is 
underway
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Leadership 
Development and 
Support 

Ongoing. Ongoing. Systems Leadership 
programme with the 
development of trainers and 
identified cohorts
Leadership, Coaching and 
Improvement Programme 
underway. First Systems 
Leadership Programme took 
place in March 2018 with a 
range of staff from across 
Grampian including 3 HSCPs 
and Acute. Work is underway 
to plan and deliver further 
Systems Leadership 
Programmes and to consider 
how this methodology can be 
rolled out further across the 
workforce.

3. Change Control

Impact
Change

Budget/Resource Schedule
H&SC Training Passport (previously named 
Social Care Campus)

£700,000 reduction to 
£20,000 (indicative and 
will be determined as 
the business case is 
developed.)

A revised schedule 
will be developed to 
reflect the change in 
scope.

4. Issues and Opportunities New and Update
The group are keen to optimise the use of both ACC and NHSG resources to 
effectively support the Partnership giving a wider resource base in terms of training 
and tools for supporting staff through change. 

5. Major Risks New and Update

 The Partnership is in the very early stages of establishing how it will workforce plan 
effectively in the future. A number of risks in this area have been identified: 
understanding the workforce required to deliver our future vision; differences between 
NHS and ACC HR processes; data collection and analysis; ensuring integrated new 
systems of planning, governance and commissioning. Mitigation: A preparatory action 
plan has been drafted.

 There is a risk of insufficient succession planning to ensuring employees are 
available to fill each needed role in your organization. Mitigating actions have been 
identified including making linkages with the modern apprenticeship programme. 

6. Outlook and Next Period
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Anticipated milestones for the coming period include:

 Training passport outline business case to be developed and agreed. 
 Completion of 2nd iMatter Survey for all health and social care staff. Results of this 

survey are anticipated to be available in June 2018.
 Updates on the modern apprenticeship and succession planning actions to be 

identified.
 Planning for the next annual conference which will take place in early October 2018. 
 One of the Partnership’s Development Facilitators are expected to be accredited as 

an Aston facilitator.
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IT, Infrastructure and Data Sharing

1. Programme Summary and Anticipated Benefits
This programme considers a range of enablers including Infrastructure, ICT, Technology 
Enabled Care and Data Sharing, which are significant complex activities that are essential 
for realising our integration and transformation ambitions.

There are clear links between this enabler work stream and delivery programmes including: 
the Modernising Primary and Community Care programme, including the provider of smart 
devices to support our workforce directly caring for people in our communities; the Self-
Management and Building Community Capacity programme, including the provision of 
technology enabled care to support people in communities to effectively self manage their 
long term conditions.

2. Key Milestones during reporting period

Key milestones 
deliverables

Planned 
Date

Achieved Date Update Comments

Single email and 
calendar through 
Office 365

31/10/17 – 
initial test 
phase

TBC It has been confirmed that 
NHS Grampian are unable 
to unblock access to 
Office 365 for NHS staff at 
present so a workable 
solution cannot be 
delivered to form intranet 
and data sharing between 
partnership staff in council 
& NHS at the current time. 
It is anticipated that this 
position will change in 
approximately 2 years, 
however in the meantime 
this will result in delays to 
this enabling integration 
project. 

Short term solutions are 
being explored for the 
following 
Diary & Presence 
information – Federate 
with Skype
Intranet – secure area on 
public website 
Filesharing – Sharefile   

ICT devices for 
nurses and care 
workers

31/3/18 
(first 
phase)

TBC Work is ongoing to 
develop a business case 
for the delivery of ICT 
devices for front line staff. 
A project team is being 
established to develop a 
robust business case.

There are cross-Grampian 
linkages to the systems 
elements of this project 
and discussions are 
ongoing at Chief Officer 
level about the financing 
of the preferred solution. 
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Website February 
2018

Complete. Soft 
launch February 
2018.

ACHSCP website went 
live 19/02/2018, with 
already increased visitors 
to the website with page 
views of 4505 in Feb-Apr 
2017 and post launch 
page views of 11251 in 
Feb-Apr 2018.
 
Phase 2 of the project is 
progressing, with audit of 
content on existing NHS 
and ACC websites being 
undertaken.

The website will continue 
to be incrementally 
developed and improved 
now that is it live.

Edison to 
Trakcare

June 2018  Ongoing The system is live and 
tested. Trainings have 
been completed for the 
city social workers 

There are still a number of 
issues to resolve with the 
new system which will be 
managed as appropriate.  
The system will go live on 
5 June 2018.  

GP Wifi Enabled TBC TBC Survey information has 
gone out to all city GP 
practices, in order to assist 
with prioritising the work 
required  

This will allow additional 
coverage in GP practices 
for Partnership staff link 
workers Inca etc.

Technology 
Enabled Care 
(TEC) Framework

Summer 
2018

Ongoing. A number of workshops 
have taken place with a 
wide range of stakeholder 
to develop a TEC 
Framework for Aberdeen 
City. This work is now 
nearing conclusion   

Scotland's Digital Health 
and Care Strategy was 
published Strategy on 26th 
April 2018.

Data Sharing Ongoing Ongoing A city committee is now 
established and will look at 
data sharing agreements 
for prioritised projects 
including Link Working 
and INCA.

3. Change Control

Impact
Change

Budget/Resource Schedule
N/A

4. Issues and Opportunities News and Update
Vacant IT Project Manager progressing towards recruitment process.  
Vacant Business Analyst – awaiting potential redeployment of council staff. 
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5. Major Risks New and Update

Staff shortage – delays in replacing IT project management and business analyst staff, are 
impacting on pace of delivering projects. This is being partially mitigated through the re-
prioritisation of projects and ongoing discussions with partners.
Mitigation: This is minimal as social workers & NHS staff can still access Edison after the 
go live date

6. Outlook and Next Period
Anticipated milestones for the coming period include:

 A City Technology Enabled Care Framework approved.
 Business Case developed for replacement for Care First.
 Project close Edison Replacement.
 Partnership devices advisory paper. 
 Technology direction to collaboration with intranet diary's and file sharing etc.  
 Timeline for implantation of GovRoam (a public sector wifi solution).
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Modernising Primary & Community Care Programme

1. Programme Summary and Anticipated Benefits
This work stream includes reviewing and developing strategies for:

• Collaborative working, in locality hubs, with increased pharmacist provision, social work links and 
GP led beds to help to reduce admissions to hospital
• Locality hubs supported by the design of integrated health and care teams, and investigating new 
models such as Buurtzorg and Advanced Nurse Practitioners
• New service delivery models for primary care and modernising of infrastructure

A long term initial blueprint and vision for reimagining primary and community care has been 
developed and this long-term plan was approved by IJB in January 2018.

2. Key milestones during reporting period
Key 
milestones 
deliverables

Planned 
Date

Achieved 
Date

Update Comments

Commence
ment of 
evaluation of 
Buurtzorg 
Principles in 
Aberdeen/ 
INCA

1/3/18 (for 
first phase 
implementat
ion)

26/3/18 2 test teams established in Cove and 
Peterculter. 

Quantitative and qualitative evaluation 
commenced.

Project team presented learning form the 
induction programme at the National 
NMAPH conference in Edinburgh on the 
26th April 2018. 

Project now in 
implementation 
phase 

Referrals received 
from both health 
and social care.  
Referrals 
predominantly 
require social 
care input.  

Nursing 
succession 
planning 
development 
work

1/6/18 1/5/18 Workshops delivered with community 
nursing team to align service planning with 
blueprinting work completed for primary 
care.

Analysis work commenced to of nursing 
demand into future in order to identify future 
required skills and staff mix. 

Ongoing project

Community 
Mental 
Health Hub

31/3/19 ongoing Project is operational and initial evaluation 
is about to progress. Dr Kate Morton gave a 
presentation to the TCPB in May 2018.  
Business Case to be presented July 2018.

Project is in 
implementation 
phase. 

West Visiting 
Service

November 
2017 
commence
ment

Ongoing. West visiting service is now in its 7th month 
of operation and all practices in the West 
Locality are using the service. The service 
has received extremely positive reviews 
from GPs to date, and no. of referrals is 
increasing month on month.  A total of 250 
visits carried out Nov 6th 2017 – 15th May 
2018.  Evaluation report expected June 
2018.

GPs in other 
localities are 
indicating a 
keenness to 
progress a similar 
service.
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3. Change Control

Impact
Change

Budget/Resource Schedule
none

4. Issues and Opportunities New and Update

Some INCA / Buurzorg team members have taken up other job opportunities.  This 
resulting in interim capacity and morale challenges. 

5. Major Risks New and Update

There are risks associated with the INCA / Buurzorg project.  There is a potential of being 
unable to recruit to vacant posts.  The project team and INCA teams are regularly reviewing 
staffing and case load management.

6. Outlook and Next Period

Anticipated milestones for next reporting period include:
 West Visiting Evaluation Report
 Completion of caseload analysis for community nursing
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Supporting Self-Management of Long Term Conditions and Building 
Community Capacity
1. Programme Summary and Anticipated Benefits
This work stream recognises that pressures on mainstream primary and community care services 
cannot be reduced through a “more of the same” approach. The work stream seeks to shift our 
relationship with communities to enable a more co-productive approach and to nudge the culture 
towards being more empowered and responsible in relation to ourselves and each other. A number 
of referrals and appointments in primary care currently relate to social issues and low level anxiety/ 
depression, and evidence exists that this can be reduced through “non-clinical” support and link 
resources, embedded in the community and our locality teams.

To deliver population level impact and change we need to go beyond small tests of change and 
develop at scale activities. 

2. Key milestones during reporting period

Key milestones 
deliverables

Planned 
Date

Achieved Date Update Comments

Link Practitioners June 2018 ongoing SAMH was awarded the 
contract to provide Link 
practitioner for the City in 
January 2018. 
Recruitment process 
complete for a Community 
Link Development 
Manager who will project 
manage the roll out of the 
wider link approach. 
Initial Link Practitioners to 
be in post Summer 2018.

Recruitment to Link 
Practitioner positions is 
ongoing.

First phase roll-out to take 
place Summer 2018

Digital Platform to 
support 
signposting 
(National Service 
Directory)

June 2018 ongoing ACHSCP working with 
NHS 24 in first phase of 
implementation to develop 
national service directory. 
This platform will capture 
all activity taking place in 
city. 
Workshop took place with 
key partners on 18th April 
2018 to scope.
 

Project is in define stage
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Social Transport June 2018 ongoing  The need for a demand 
responsive transport 
service and booking office 
is being reviewed 
currently, an update report 
and proposal for future will 
be brought to IJB in late 
2018.

Two test of change 
projects have been 
identified to make 
efficiencies in the wider 
health and social care 
environment which will 
have benefits for the 
transport system. These 
will be worked up further in 
the coming quarter.

House of Care 
(HoC)

June 2018 ongoing Three city practices have 
been approved to 
participate in the House of 
Care project 
(Kincorth/Cove, Scotstown 
and Gilbert Road). 
Initial care and support 
planning training took 
place in January 2018.  
Evaluation framework has 
been developed and will 
be systematically 
implemented with each 
practice starting. 

Kincorth and Cove 
Practice commenced HoC 
approach in May 2018.  

Golden Games June 2018 ongoing Golden Games event has 
been delivered in 2017 
with 465 participants. 
Outline Business Case for 
2018/19 and 2019/20 has 
been approved with 
sustainability plan in place. 
Legal Funding Agreement 
for two-year period agreed 
and signed 01/04/18

Summer Golden Games to 
take place June 2018 

Living and Ageing 
Well in Aberdeen

June 2018 Ongoing Initial workshop to develop 
framework took place in 
April 2018. 
Legal Funding 
Agreements in place to 
support work in place for 
living well café, parish 
nursing and post 
diagnostic dementia 
support.  

3. Change Control
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Impact
Change

Budget/Resource Schedule
Locality Development Support - change to close the 
above project. The initial commission was for 2 phases. 
The initial phase was delivered (focusing on 2 parts; 
Engagement, Consultation, Participation and Involvement 
Strategy and best practice and asset mapping and 
analysis) using this as a foundation piece of work an 
approach for the second phase is being developed using 
a local format and resources and therefore external 
resource was no longer required. 

Reduction of £51,040 
against planned 
budget of £100,000.

No impact to schedule 
of developing localities

4. Issues and Opportunities New and Update

 We have received a good response (31 applications) to our link practitioner 
recruitment, however, we will need to re-advertise the senior link practitioner roles 
due to insufficient candidates.

 House of Care project manager will be vacant – recruitment will be progressed as 
matter of urgency through NHSG

5. Major Risks New and Update

No major risks identified in current period.

6. Outlook and Next Period
Anticipated milestones for the coming period include:

 Community Links Development Manager in post - 01/06/18
 Phase one roll out of link practitioners in practices and start date agreed
 Social Transport demand responsive transport and booking office review completed 

with initial findings and recommendations.
 Draft Living and Ageing Well in Aberdeen framework developed. 
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Strategic Commissioning

1. Programme Summary and Anticipated Benefits
The Partnership was required by the Public Bodies legislation to produce a Strategic 
Commissioning Plan/Strategic Plan and this was published on our ‘Go live’ date in 2016.  

Aligned to this will be a Commissioning Implementation Plan which will translate the Strategic Plan’s 
ambitions and priorities into commissioning intentions for the next six years and include a Market 
Facilitation Statement which will outline how the partnership can best support the local health and 
social care market. 

The Strategic Commissioning Programme Board has now met and relevant workstreams are being 
formed.

Anticipated benefits include contractual arrangements that are fit for purpose; more appropriate care 
models; improved quality of experiences and outcomes for individuals, particularly in terms of being 
supported to remain safely at home for longer; and improved efficiency.

2. Key milestones during reporting period 
Key milestones 
deliverables

Planned 
Date

Achieved Date Update Comments

Forming of 
Strategic 
Commissioning 
Programme Board

January 
2018

March 2018 This new programme 
board continues to form. 
The Terms of Reference 
for this board continue to 
be refined and discussions 
are ongoing around its 
focus and priorities.

3. Change Control

Impact
Change

Budget/Resource Schedule
The Carers Support Test of Change project has moved 
from the SMCC workstream into the Strategic 
Commissioning workstream

No impact No impact

4. Issues and Opportunities New and Update
This is an extremely broad and complex workstream and it is taking time to form and 
identify priorities to progress.
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5. Major Risks New and Update

There is a risk that the Strategic Commissioning Programme Board does not include 
the appropriate membership. This is being mitigated by inviting additional 
stakeholders onto the group including Chief Officer Early Intervention and 
Community Empowerment, and Chief Officer Business Intelligence and Performance 
Management (both ACC).

6. Outlook and Next Period

Anticipated milestones for next reporting period include:
 Identification of priority workstreams
 Development of Market Facilitation Working Group, which will be charged to engage 

with and support the market to engage with and support the delivery of our 
Commissioning Plan. It is anticipated that the plan for doing this work will be 
complete within the next reporting period.

 Report to IJB on review of properties used for delivery of social care.
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Acute Care @ Home

1. Programme Summary and Anticipated Benefits
Our Acute Care at Home service will provide, for a limited time period, active treatment by 
appropriate professionals, in the individual’s home, for condition(s) that would otherwise require 
acute hospital in-patient care. 

The development of such a service fits with our ambition for our strategic intentions to have a 
greater preventative impact especially since we know that prolonged length of stay for the frail 
elderly and those with long term conditions can lead to a higher risk of acquired infection and other 
complications such as loss of confidence, function and social networks.

Increasingly, given the choice, individuals and their carers show a preference for receiving care at 
home, when they have confidence that it will be provided by skilled practitioners working 
collaboratively to ensure continuity of care.

2. Key milestones during reporting period

Key milestones 
deliverables

Planned 
Date

Achieved Date Update Comments

Initial operational 
staff in place November 

2017
April 2018

Successfully recruited to 
Team Leader, Advanced 

Nurse Practitioner, 
Physiotherapist, 

Occupational Therapist, 
Pharmacy Technician and 

5 Health Care Support 
Worker roles.

Work ongoing to fill 
Consultant Geriatrician 

and Administrator posts.

Delays in 
recruitment and 
HR checks have 
resulted time 
slippage.

AC@H Team 
operational February 

2018
April 2018

Team are currently 
conducting PDSA cycle 

tests with patients to 
ensure processes and 
pathway are safe and 

optimised. Scale up will 
continue incrementally 

initially caring for patients 
in central locality. Scaling 
plan to become city wide 

service by Sept ‘18

Phase 2 
expansion November 

2018
TBC

Team is expected to reach 
maximum capacity within 

6 months and upon 
demonstration of benefits 

of service a Phase 2 
expansion plan will be 

developed.

3. Change Control

Change Impact
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Budget/Resource Schedule
No changes in current reporting period.

4. Issues and Opportunities New and Update
There have been ongoing staffing challenges related to recruitment of staff and staff 
absence. This has impacted on the progress of the operational delivery of the service.

5. Major Risks New and Update

No major risks.  

6. Outlook and Next Period

Anticipated milestones for next reporting period include:

 Performance monitoring report on first two months showing incremental expansion of 
service (June 2018)

 Planning begun for Phase 2 expansion (June 2018)
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Document Location This document is only valid on the day it was printed and the 
electronic version is located with the document owner (Lead 
Transformation Manager)

Document Status The current status for this document is FINAL

Distribution This document has been distributed as follows

Name Responsibility Date of 
issue

Version

APS consultation list S Gibbon 31/5/18 V4.0

Purpose  The purpose of a Highlight Report is to provide the Integration Joint 
Board/ Audit and Performance Systems Committee/ Executive 
Programme Board with a summary of the stage status at intervals 
defined by the board. The board will use the report to monitor stage 
and project progress. The Lead Transformation Manager (who 
normally produces the report) also uses the report to advise the 
Project Board of any potential problems or areas where the Board 
could help.

Quality criteria

Accurate reflection of checkpoint information
Accurate summary of Risk & Issue Logs
Accurate summary of plan status
Highlighting any potential problem areas
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Spend to 31/3/18

Supporting adoption of Link Working 

Approach

~Commissioning of Link Worker Role

- Supporting practices to become Link Worker practices

- Development of Link App

- Rolling out Making Every Opportunity Count

- Supporting Roll out of Silver City Approach

• Increasing capacity within primary care

• Reducing pressure on GP/primary care workforce

• Absorbing increasing demand 

• Diverting toward community based and 3rd sector resources

• Potential reduction in prescribing costs built into evaluation

• May be in part offset by additional funding in Primary Care 

supporting the new GP contract

£171,679.86 £161,879.86 £917,000.00 £930,000.00 £750,000.00

Connecting Communities Supporting the development of connected communities through

- enabling Social Transport

- Supporting Befriending Service

- Enabling self managing groups

• Reducing demand on care services

• Absorbing increasing demand

• Building self-care and resilience

• Promoting wellbeing

£80,337.00 £80,337.00 £87,203.00 £87,203.00 £87,203.00

Care Navigation Creation of Care Navigator Role • Improving experience of care

• Reducing duplication

• Promoting self-care and self-access

£0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00

Supporting Self Management of Long 

Term Conditions

Enabling faith based and dementia activities 

- Dementia Link Workers

- Training for GPs in dementia

- Developing Mental Health Strategy

- Beating the Blues Online Support

• Absorbing increasing demand

• Improving people and carer experience

• Early intervention and crisis reduction (against increasing 

levels of dementia)

£38,989.02 £20,271.83 £31,540.00 £31,828.00 £30,000.00

Living and Aging Well Development of a Living and Aging well Framework. 

Continuation of a range of aging and dementia related services 

and activities until framework is agreed and approved.

- Living Well Dementia Café

- Dementia Scholarship

- Forest Grove Dementia Support

- Parish Nursing

Interim Benefits

• No negative impact to service users while further work is 

undertaken and an ongoing sustainable plan developed.

• Appropriate time allocated to allow review of existing services 

linked to the development of our strategic commissioning model, 

an options appraisal to be carried out and full business case to 

be developed.

£662,012.62 £277,894.48 £234,437.50 £150,049.00 £0.00

House of Care Modeling Care in new ways ~ improve physical and mental health and peoples capacity to 

self manage long term conditions.

~ reduction in unplanned admissions

~ reduced length of hospital stays

£0.00 £0.00 £15,000.00 £15,000.00 £15,000.00

Golden Games A festival to raise the profile of active aging in Aberdeen. • Promotes wellbeing and positive ageing £11,028.38 £6,120.00 £5,000.00 £3,000.00 £3,000.00

Locality Development Supporting the development of Localities

- Designing integrated community teams

- Locality based ward test of change

• Significant shift toward single Locality Teams £51,494.17 £49,359.17 £20,000.00 £20,000.00 £20,000.00

General SMCC £222.17 £222.17 £200.00 £200.00 £200.00

£1,015,763.22 £596,084.51 £1,310,380.50 £1,237,280.00 £905,403.00

Supporting Management of Long Term Conditions and Community Building

Project Title Summary of Activity Anticipated Benefits
Projected Spend 

2019/20

Projected Spend 

2019/21

Actual Spend 

2017/18

Projected Spend 

2018/19
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Investment to 

31/3/18

INFRASTRUCTURE

Planning for capital development Development of asset plan

- Henry Rae community Hub

- Torry & Tillydrone Community Hubs

- Denburn, North Corridor & Countesswells 

planning

• Range of prevention and LTC management, 

relieving pressure on primary care

- Integrated health and communtiy activities in 

local community

- Improved staff satisfaction

- Improved efficiency

- Integrated locality working

£37,560.10 £37,560.10 £7,000.00 £0.00 £0.00

Care Home Redesign Redevelopment of care home capacity • Increase care home capacity

• Increased respite provision

• Decrease reliance on primary care services

£608,816.00 £322,816.00 £600,000.00 £600,000.00 £600,000.00

Integrated Working Fob Access

- Smarter working and co-location

- Joint equipment store

- Integrated health and safety

- integrated accommodation for teams

• Development of a positive partnership culture

• Streamlined access to equipment in order to 

support people at home

• Reduced duplication

£33,252.00 £11,252.00 £5,000.00 £0.00 £0.00

ICT - systems and equipment Integrated ICT Solutions

- Office 365

- ICT hardware 

- Mobile access to systems

- Website

- Community Vision

- Trackcare

- Shared Desktop

• Reduced carbon footprint

• Increased information sharing

• Efficiencies in working

£184,843.84 11,617.08 343,000.00 230,000.00 100,000.00

Technology Enabled Care Development of framework 

- Home and mobile health monitoring

- telecare

- Wi-Fi/ broadband

- Surgery Pod test of change

• Supporting self-management of LTC / reducing 

reliance on primary care

• Providing the right support in the most 

appropriate place

£339,260.16 178,164.50 19,532.00 15,500.00 15,000.00

Data Sharing  Mapping of data and systems used

- ISP for data sharing

- Development of document register

- Review of management systems

* Better safe sharing of information.

* Ability to widely share ACP’s

* Effective and seamless 24 hour care and support

£0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 1,203,732.10 561,409.68 974,532.00 845,500.00 715,000.00

Infrastructure, IT and Data sharing

Key Milestone/ Actions Summary of Activity Anticipated Benefits

Projected 

Spend 2019/20

Projected 

Spend 

2020/21

Actual Spend 

2017/18

Projected Spend 

2018/19
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